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Katie Parrish

S

itting in the dentist chair last month, the
doctor told me about a simple procedure
I could have done now that would prevent
the need for major dental work in the next
10 years. The catch is it’s not something covered
by insurance and would be costly out of pocket.
And while I cringed at the idea of having to shell
out my own dough to cover this procedure and
told the dentist I would need to think about it,
I tried to convince myself on the car ride home
that “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure.” Sure, this is an overused cliché, but there is
a bit of truth to it.
As I returned to my desk, the results of several
accident investigations from Mine Safety and
Health Administration had found their way to
my inbox. One in particular caught my attention:
Two men killed in a boom lift tipover accident in
Alaska due to improper training. When Lift and
Access reported on the incident last summer, the
cause of the accident had yet to be determined.
MSHA stated that two ironworkers – ages
28 and 19 – were tied off in the boom lift. They
were descending with the boom extended
when the unit became unstable and toppled on
its side. The operator of the 120-foot boom lift
rotated the turntable toward the southern end
of the building until it was clear of the roofline.
As the operator maneuvered the boom lift, it
began to topple. The machine hit the side of
the building below the roof line, and the boom
struck the ground.
Decals displaying the allowable operating
envelope of the boom lift were placed on the
ground and platform controls, showing the end
of the platform should never be extended more
than 60 feet from the pivot point of the turntable.
The system was designed to visually and audibly
warn the operator when approaching the edge
of the operating envelope and prevent extending the platform beyond the 60-foot maximum
radius. In this instance, the boom was extended
93 feet. And although it was damaged in the
LiFT ACCESS l Februar y 2008
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accident, investigators found the load management system was in proper operating condition.
So were the dead-man foot switch, emergency
stop device, and chassis level bubble.
MSHA also found the surface area was not
level and was made up of loose gravel. Tire measurements at the time of the accident indicated
the boom lift was sitting on a 6-percent side
slope. To level the machine, two 3-1/2"x3-1/2"
wooden blocks approximately two feet long
had been placed under the right rear tire and
were found broken after the boom lift tipped
over. Additionally, the rear hydraulic cylinder
for lifting the rear axle of the boom lift was
found extended below the tires and was being
used as a stabilizer. The investigation found that
rather than supporting the machine, it actually
reduced the stability of the boom lift when the
boom was rotated to the right side.
According to MSHA, management policies,
procedures, and controls were inadequate. Task
training provided to the boom lift operators to
run the 120-foot machine did not identify the
specific safe operating procedures and limitations of the load management system that were
critical to safely operate it. The boom lift was
used beyond the design capabilities; the rear
center jack on the boom lift was used as a stabilizer; and the machine was not positioned on
a solid, level surface. Management also failed
to conduct an assessment of the risk when it
allowed the equipment to be used on a surface
that was not solid and level.
Factors contributing to this boom lift accident
could have been avoided if only these operators
had been trained properly. Perhaps the employer put a low priority on training in an effort
to save time and money. Now whatever gains
were perceived in putting inadequately trained
workers in a 120-foot boom lift have been more
than lost with the lives of those men.
As for my teeth, I know that saving money
isn’t the best option there either. I’ll be spending a few more mornings in the dentist chair,
preventing major work down the road. ■
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in my view

Tracy Bennett

A New Pair of
Walking Shoes
for CONEXPO

A

t least every three years I get myself a
new pair of walking shoes in honor of
ConExpo. Comfy foot attire is necessary for a show that sprawls more
than 2 million square feet and encompasses
thousands of exhibits. Of course, my focus is
on cranes and related products, but that still
means a whole lot of walking.
It’s hard to believe that this will be my sixth
ConExpo. I’ve done the show as a wide-eyed
newbie to the industry, while enduring 70
mph winds and holding onto our outdoor
booth for dear life, and even when I was
nearly eight months pregnant. In addition
to working the show, this year I’ll also be
participating in a 5K run/walk – yet another
reason for that new pair of shoes.

“We need to work together to continue
to promote this industry as a career
option to the bright and talented
young people in North America.”
Maximum Capacity Media, the publisher
of Lift and Access and sister publications
Crane Hot Line and Industrial Lift and Hoist,
is hosting the first-ever Construction Challenge 5K. The event, sponsored by Terex
Corp., will be held at 7 a.m. Thursday, March
13, in cooperation with CONEXPO-CON/
AGG and will benefit the AEM Construction Challenge Initiative. The Construction
Challenge is an educational experience that
brings together high school teams from
across the United States and Canada to learn
more about construction careers, infraLiFT ACCESS l Februar y 2008
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structure, construction equipment, creative
problem solving, and teamwork. As many of
you know first-hand, the pool of qualified
construction workers continues to dwindle.
We need to work together to continue to
promote this industry as a career option
to the bright and talented young people in
North America.
The Construction Challenge Cup, sponsored by Manitowoc, will be awarded to the
organization that has the most participants
in the event. I would like to invite you to
participate as well. For more information about this event or to register, go to
www.constructchallengerun.com.
There will be many other announcements and interesting new products to see
at the show. For a sample of some of them
and an exhibitor’s list, see our Special Report
on page 58. A few highlights include Genie
Industries’ updated GTH-5519 telehandler
and 60- and 65-foot track-mounted boom
lifts, Manitou’s new heavy-duty telehandlers,
the 36,000-pound MHT 10160 and 46,000pound MHT 10210, MEC Aerial Work Platforms’ M40T boom lift, and Tadano’s TM35100 boom truck. We’ll be following up on
many of these new products for months after
the show, so watch for additional coverage in
coming issues.
And if you are an equipment owner who
happens to buy any of these new product
introductions, we’d love for you to share
your story with us. As you take delivery, let
us know how you like the products, where
they’re being used, and send us a picture.
In the meantime, I’ll be shopping for that
new pair of walking shoes and packing my
bags for Las Vegas. See you there. n

UNLEASH THE POWER OF ORANGE
GET YOUR HANDS ON THE TOUGH, NEW SUPER COMPACT FROM JLG. Try the new
JLG® G5-18A and you won’t want to give it back. Experience comfort, maneuverability
and versatility like no other compact telehandler. Reach up to heights of 18 feet. Lift up
to 5,500 pounds. Maneuver around tight spaces with a 126-inch turning radius. Pick up
pallets. Move buckets of dirt. Handle heavy materials. For all of the jobs you need to do.
Unleash the power of JLG.
An Oshkosh Truck Corporation Company

877-JLG-LIFT | www.jlg.com/supercompact4

The chains depicted are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to depict an approved method of machine tie down.
and
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shop talk
Outrigger
Support
Tony Dotto

M

any mobile crane accidents are the result of improper setup. One of the most common setup mistakes is not providing enough cribbing under outrigger pads to support
the crane and load weight. Knowing how much weight is
exerted on the outriggers is critical to maintaining the crane in a level
condition and ensuring the crane has proper support. Among the
factors to consider are the types of soil and how to size outrigger
cribbing to adequately support a working crane.
This example uses a
50-ton crane that weighs
86,000 pounds. Adding the
weight of the crane to the
maximum capacity results
in 186,000 pounds, which
is referred to as the Total
Potential Load. Assuming
that all this weight is equally
divided on the four outrigWhen outriggers sink into soft soil,
ger pads is a mistake. As the
the tires can come in contact with the
ground. Proper cribbing reduces crane crane rotates over the varipressure, keeping the crane’s tires free ous corners, you will place
greater loads on one outrigof the support surface.
ger than the others. If you
consider that 100 percent
of the crane and maximum
load may be exerted on any
one outrigger pad at any
time, you can plan for proper outrigger setup.
A crane with outrigger
pads measuring 24 inches in
diameter provides a surface
Point loading results in reduced
area, per pad, of approxisurface contact area. It is not suitable
mately 452 inches squared
to use 2x4s, such as these, for cribbing.
(Area of circle = p R2 =
p x R x R). Dividing the total weight of the crane and maximum
potential load by the square inches of the pad (186,000 pounds ÷
As vice president of Crane Tech, Tampa, Fla., Tony Dotto oversees all
on-site training to make sure it is designed and delivered to the client’s
requirements. Prior to joining Crane Tech in 1999, he served as the senior
training director for Canadian National Railway’s heavy equipment division. He can be reached at tdotto@cranetech.com.
and
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452 inches squared) reveals that 411 pounds will be exerted on each
square inch of the pad.
Now determine if the ground will support this weight using the
outrigger pad alone, or if additional cribbing (outrigger support) will
be required.

Understanding soil

You can gain valuable insight into the ability of soil to support
loads by referring to OSHA 1926, Subpart P, Appendix A. This section describes the compressive strength of unconfined cohesive soils
and classifies soils into three types:
• Type A has a compressive strength of 1.5 tons per square foot
		 (tsf) or greater.
• Type B has a compressive strength greater than 0.5 tsf but less
		 than 1.5 tsf.
• Type C has a compressive strength of 0.5 tsf or less.
Many construction sites have Type B or Type C soil, so base all
calculations on the proper soil type.
The following example uses Type A soil, and 1.5 tsf compressive
strength has been selected as the basis for the example.
First, convert the Soil
Resistance for Type A soil
from tons to pounds (1.5
tsf x 2,000 pounds = 3,000
pounds per square foot).
This is how much pressure
(pounds per square foot) the
soil can support. 		
Second, divide the pounds
per square foot (psf) the soil
Here is an example of proper cribbing.
can support by the square
inches in one square foot (3,000 pounds ÷ 144 inches squared =
20.83 psi). This provides a comparison of the psi exerted by the crane
and the psi of soil resistance. The crane in this example will exert 411
psi and the soil resistance can support a maximum of 20.8 psi. Therefore, the outrigger support area must increase to spread the exerted
psi over a larger area.
A quick method to find the proper size cribbing required is to divide the Total Load by the target psi (Maximum Soil Resistance) and
then take the square root of the result.

Solution

186,000 pounds ÷ 20.83 psi = 8,929 inches squared
Take the square root of 8,929 inches squared to obtain the dimensions of the cribbing support required. The cribbing dimensions are
94"x94", or 7'10"x7'10". You must also avoid point loading. Outrigger
foundations must be built up to fully transfer the load to the entire
supporting surface area. Never block under the outrigger beams, as
this changes the crane’s tipping fulcrum.
Read and understand OSHA 1926, Subpart P, Appendix A to
learn how to determine the type soil the crane is sitting on. Get
engineering advice when unsure of support, and check crane level
frequently to make sure the supporting surface is adequately supporting the crane. ■

I just finished reading the Guest Perspective by Tony Dotto concerning outrigger support. In general, Dotto’s explanation of cribbing and distribution of loading on the ground
by the crane is sound. His explanation of soil classification as it relates to the OSHA unconfined compressive strengths found in Subpart P of the 29 CFR 1926 standard can lead to
a false sense of security. Dotto’s example of soil-bearing capacity using the unconfined
compressive strength of Type A soil is misleading. There is very little Type A soil in the
United States. Types B and C soils are more common.
The OSHA Subpart P standard for excavations requires the soil to have an unconfined
compressive strength within certain ranges to be classified as either Type A, B, or C soil.
This classification is for the competent person to be able to select the type of protective
system to be used in the trench or excavation.
The methods OSHA allows for classifying the soil’s unconfined compressive strength
(Appendix A of Subpart P) permits the use of a penetrometer or a shear vane, which has
an approximate 30- to 50-percent margin of error, or a thumb penetration test performed
by a trained competent person, which has a margin of error of approximately 20 to 40
percent. The soil sample is taken from the spoil pile (dirt excavated from the trench) within
one hour after the soil was dug up and deposited at least two feet back from the trench.
The Subpart P requirements for the unconfined compressive strength rating has nothing to do with the undisturbed soil’s ability to support any loads or forces placed upon the
ground. It only applies to the cohesiveness of the soil (the ability for the soil particles to
stick together). There is a big difference between soil-bearing capacities and Subpart P’s
requirements for unconfined compressive strength for shoring purposes. When setting
up a crane, or other piece of equipment, the operator should be looking at the soil’s ability to support the weight of the equipment, any loads lifted by the equipment, and any
dynamic forces (wind, rain, and snow) that can affect the equipment’s stability.
Any cribbing used under an outrigger pad or crawler track must be able to support the

weight of the crane, the load lifted by the crane, and any dynamic forces applied to the
crane and its load. Cribbing, when properly used, should keep the crane level. While some
people say that the crane has to be not more than 1° out of level (equal to a one-foot rise
in a 100-foot run), the specific requirements specified by the crane manufacturer for level
must be followed for the load chart capacities to be applicable.
Bob’s Rigging & Crane Handbook, available through Pellow Engineering Services, features a soil-bearing capacity table, and the American Concrete Pumping Association’s
safety manual includes a section on permissible pressure on various types of soil. Both
charts provide useful information if you are a soils engineer or are very familiar with the
supporting capacities of the ground where the crane is set up. The charts do not address
the issue of the ground being wet.
If there is not a soils report available to classify the bearing capacity of the soil, the
equipment operator should at least set the equipment up with the outriggers extended
and the tires raised off the ground, and check for any settling or compaction created by the
outriggers; apply a load to the equipment by barely raising the load off the ground to see
if any settling is created by the added weight; and move the load through the quadrants
to see if this causes the outriggers or crawlers to sink into the support surface.
If any of the tests result in the outriggers or crawlers sinking into the support surface,
proper cribbing should be used under the outriggers/crawlers. If the equipment continues
to sink into the ground, causing the equipment to be out of level, a qualified engineer or
the manufacturer should be consulted to determine what can be done to keep the equipment level and not sink into the support surface.
Respectfully Submitted,
J. Robert Harrell
President
Safety Management Services
San Diego, Calif.
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Editor’s Note: Tony Dotto’s article, “Outrigger Support,” first appeared in the January edition
of sister publication, Crane Hot Line. The following is a reader’s response to Dotto’s article.

safety talk
Training Simulators Help Operators
Prepare for Dangerous Situations

V

irtual crane training simulators enable organizations to more
between simulator time and real-equipment operation time ensures that
effectively utilize their assets, improve safety, assess and main- operator skill-sets are maintained to standards throughout the range of
tain skilled operators, and conform to emerging standards for
construction cycles.
certification. Companies also are able to dedicate more of their
The Operating Engineers Training Institute of Ontario (OETIO) has
crane assets to revenue-generating activities. Simulation has long been been using the Vortex simulators over the past three years to train new
used by the aerospace and defense indusapprentices and refine the skills of extries for more than 60 years to train pilots
perienced operators. “The opportunity
and maintenance technicians of aircraft.
to train in an effective simulation sigOnly recently has the commercial indusnificantly increases the hours of handstry begun to recognize the value of simuon experience our students acquire in
lation as a complement to existing classa safe, controlled, realistic, and responroom and on-the-job training.
sive environment,” says Gerry Hughes,
Crane training simulators, such as
OETIO director.
CMLabs Simulations’ Vortex, are highly
Because not all organizations are at
evolved technology training platforms
the same level of readiness or have the
that permit realistic, real-time interactive
same needs, Vortex Training Simula3D representation of vehicles in contact
tors offer a modular and reconfigurable
with terrain and other objects. The Monsolution that supports training on multreal, Quebec-based company has been
tiple crane types. Tier I and Tier II opengaged in delivering simulation prodtions are available. Tier I is a virtual reucts designed for training needs since Crane training simulators give users a realistic, real-time
ality experience with an operator focus.
interactive 3D representation of the crane in contact with
1996. This advanced simulation technolTrainees experience virtually everything
objects and the surrounding environment.
ogy has now been incorporated into comthey will face on the actual job, whether
plete, state-of-the-art heavy equipment simulators.
it is as an apprentice learning the trade or as a seasoned operator upgradTraining simulators can function as a no-risk method to familiarize ing his skill-set. It is configured with four large plasma monitors, plus an
operators with cranes or serve as a refresher course for more experienced instructor station. Multiple person views, exercises, scenarios, and envioperators. Operators who are familiar with crane operations and proronments are available.
cedures can use cranes more safely and effectively. New operators can
The Tier II version is operations focused, targeting the operator and
be initially trained and assessed on a training simulator before moving
situation controls. Trainees experience situations they may face on the
to higher cost assets. But both new and experienced operators can benactual job, while training on narrow parts of the job, such as foot pedefit from dangerous situation training without risking real crane assets. als and joysticks. It is configured with one large plasma monitor, plus
Vortex Training Simulators create simulated environments with a high an instructor station. This version has basic first-person views, exercises,
degree of realism that can be used to expose operators to rare and unsafe
scenarios, and environments. The Tier II offering also has a train-thesituations and train for emergency procedures.
trainer option and an annual upgrade and support program.
Exercises developed and used on the training simulators can incorThe OETIO recently selected CMLabs to develop a lattice-boom crane
porate student measurement and assessment capabilities that can be
operator training simulator after using both mobile and tower crane
repeated. Operator performance can be compared over time and as- training simulators more than two years. The training site was not able to
sessed against operational needs and certification requirements in an get permits for certain heavy equipment operations, such as pile driving
objective manner.
and dragging. Therefore, OETIO needed a simulator capable of providAs new standards and certifications for crane operator performance
ing the high-level operator training required. The Vortex physics engine
emerge, simulators can be employed to ensure that students and opera- will be the basis of the heavy equipment simulator, which will be delivtors are trained according to the latest requirements. An effective balance ered in spring 2008.
CMLabs’ previous record of providing physics simulation developMontreal, Quebec-based CMLabs is a solutions provider to companies
ment toolkits and specialized engineering services was key to the OETIO
working in the field of visual simulation. CMLabs’ commercial software,
selecting CMLabs’ Vortex-based solution. The heavy equipment training
Vortex, enables users to model 3D worlds and realistically simulate the
market now has access to high-fidelity, physically realistic simulation at a
interacting objects. For more information, visit www.cm-labs.com.
price point that was not previously achievable. ■
and
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News & Reviews
M A N U FAC T U R E R S

Genie, Terex Build
Scissor Lifts in the UK

Terex Aerial Work Platforms and Terex
Construction have recently partnered to
manufacture Genie scissor lifts in Coventry,
England. The two
Terex business
segments are joining
together to share
resources, working
out of one facility
to take advantage of
existing plant space
and manpower. The
new location in the
United Kingdom
will allow Genie Industries to distribute
products closer to its
customer base, thus
eliminating long lead times.
“We are seeing a significant increase in
demand for our products in the European
market,” said Matt Fearon, vice president
and managing director for Europe, Middle
East, Africa, and Russia for the Terex AWP

business. “The partnership between Terex
AWP and Terex Construction allows us
to utilize the strengths of both business
units while acting strategically and cost
effectively. Additionally, we will have the
added benefit of offering greater customer
responsiveness and improved lead times.”
Initially, the Genie GS-1532 CE and
GS-1932 CE scissor lift models are being
manufactured at the Coventry location.
Production and shipping of the products
have already begun.

Pettibone Increases
Telehandler Capacities
Pettibone, Baraga, Mich., announced it
has uprated its complete telehandler line
by 1,000 pounds of capacity. The uprating has been verified by ANSI B56.6 tilt
table stability testing. With this increase
in capacity, models numbers have also
changed. The 8,000-pound Extendo 8044,
for example, is now called the 9,000pound capacity Extendo 944. Pettibone’s
new 10,000-pound Traverse T10056
also has been up-rated and renamed the
Traverse T1157.

The idea for increased capacities
originated with dealers who wanted to
know if the company could make the
machines more competitive, according
to Dan Blondeau, product manager. “We
were confident that with a few modest
design changes the machines were capable
of more, so we made the changes, ran the
tests, and proved it,” he said.

Fairfield Opens New
R&D Lab

Fairfield Manufacturing Co., Lafayette,
Ind., announces the opening of a new
research and development center. The new
8,800-square-foot engineering test center
will be equipped with a broad range of dynamometers and related testing equipment for
analyzing a wide variety of drive systems,
including those for mechanical-, hydraulic-,
and electric-powered applications.
Fairfield dedicated the new lab to James
Dammon, vice president of engineering.
During his 41 years with the company,
Dammon has been instrumental in pioneering such products as electric drive gear
assemblies for industrial forklifts and fully

		
		

LIFTS in Action

Water Tower Transition
In quite literally a “landmark move,” Dawes Rigging &
Crane Rental, Milwaukee, Wis., removed the Pfister and
Vogel water tower, weighing 42,000 pounds, from an
old tannery building near the city park east corridor and
placed it in its new location as a symbolic landmark of the
new North End development in downtown Milwaukee. The North
End, a $175 million mixed-use residential development, will include
new condos, apartments, stores, and river walks. Dawes used a
Grove GMK7550 all-terrain hydraulic crane with a 179-foot main
boom, 220,400-pound counterweight, and 80-foot radius to lift the
water tower.
The removal of the water tower was entrusted to Dawes because of
its history in Milwaukee as one of the area’s largest specialized crane
and rental companies, in business since 1947. The water tower is one
of several historic artifacts that will be preserved from the original
tannery building and incorporated into the new North End development, which is expected to attract nearly 1,000 new residents to
downtown Milwaukee and unite several historic neighborhoods.
and
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For up-to-date lifting equipment news, subscribe to
Lift and Access 360 eMagazine at LiftandAccess.com.

JLG to Rebrand
Aftermarket Service

At ConExpo, JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., will rebrand all its
aftermarket products and services under
the new JLG Ground Support brand name.
According to JLG, by rebranding its aftermarket offerings
under the JLG
Ground Support
brand, it not
only reinforces
and underscores
the company’s commitment to this part of
its business, but it also further strengthens
the JLG brand. More details on the JLG
Ground Support brand will be announced
at the big show.

The AWP rebuilding and repair company
began operations in 1996 and has been a
factory-authorized Genie refurbishment and
repair center since 1999. Today, Phoenix
Equipment Co. employs more than 140
people. John Carhart, founder, will continue
with the company as it joins Terex Aerial
Work Platforms.
Phoenix Equipment provides repairs,
painting, and annual inspections on all types
of construction equipment. In addition to
standard refurbishment and remanufacturing
services, Phoenix Equipment will provide
complete warranty repairs and customer unit
repairs on Genie aerial work platforms.
According to Genie, the acquisition is a
key resource for continuing growth and delivering value-added services for customers.
“As the market has grown, so has the need
for refurbishment,” said Tim Ford, president
of Terex Aerial Work Platforms. “With this
acquisition, Genie Industries will now have
a dedicated facility to refurbish and remanufacture products to customer specifications.”

Manitowoc Crane CARE Lewis Acquires New
Opens Facility in China Zealand Crane Business
In December, Manitowoc, Wis.-based
Manitowoc Crane CARE opened its fifth
contact center at Manitowoc’s facility in
Zhangjiagang, China. With the opening of
this center, Manitowoc Crane CARE has
accomplished its goal of having technical
and parts assistance available for customers
around the globe, 24/7.
The Zhangjiagang center offers a single
point of contact for Manitowoc, Potain,
Grove, and National cranes in the Asia/Pacific region. Rapid response team members
offer assistance on parts, service, and
warranty support in both English and Mandarin. After the facility is fully operational,
technicians will be available to answer calls
12 hours a day, seven days a week.
A c q uisitions

Genie Acquires AWP
Refurbishing Company

Genie Industries, Redmond, Wash., has
acquired the assets of Phoenix Equipment
Co., Waco, Texas, which specializes in
refurbishing aerial work platforms.

The Verticon Group, Melbourne, Australia,
recently sold its New Zealand-based tower
crane and hoist division for $11.6 million
(U.S.) to Lewis Equipment Co., Dallas, Texas.
Included in the sale were all New Zealandbased tower cranes, hoists, ancillary equipment and hire agreements. The proceeds of
the sale will be used to retire underlying debt.
Kyle Lewis, chairman and CEO of Lewis
Equipment Company, said that the purchase
of the business was good for both parties, and
he looks forward to working with Verticon
in New Zealand. Verticon will continue to
operate its fleet of 14 crawler cranes and
seven mobile cranes in New Zealand.

Raising your
business for over
20 Years
Dealer Alliance Corp.
We buy, sell and trade:
• Scissor Lifts
• Boom Lifts
• Reach Forklifts
• Skidsteers

Serving the worldwide construction
equipment industry since 1983.

866.591.5438
815.282.6100
aeriallifts.net

Northern Crane Parent
Buys Hauling Company

NC Energy Services (NCES), Seattle,
Wash., parent of Northern Crane Services
and A1 Crane Services, announces it has
acquired Trans Tech Contracting, an
independent heavy hauling company in
Canada. Trans Tech will be a wholly owned
Februar y 2008 l LiFT ACCESS 15
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subsidiary of NCES, and its heavy hauling
services will be available to NCES Group
customers. Northern Crane’s lifting solutions also will be available to Trans Tech’s
existing customers.
Trans Tech, Edmonton, Alberta, was
formed in 1996 to supply specialized
transportation services to the oil and gas,
construction, and forestry industries in
western Canada. It has operating authority
in Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Northwest territories.

R ental

Haulotte Sells French
Rental Operations

L’Horme, France-based Haulotte Group,
has sold its French rental operations to
the LOXAM Group, Châtenay-Malabry,
France. The rental activity, consisting of
Lev and Royans Levage companies, operate
approximately 2,000 machines distributed
throughout the national territory network

Quick, Easy Operation!
Anytime, Anywhere!

Hy-Brid Lifts
Custom Equipment, Inc.
www.hybridlifts.co m
and
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P:1-866-334-0756
F:1-262-334-5658

of 25 branches. It has contributed almost
$44 million (U.S.) in revenues for Haulotte
Group in 2007.
“This handover will have a positive impact on the Haulotte Group 2008 accounts
and will strengthen its financial and human
capacity to develop its business in and
outside Western Europe,” said Alexandre
Saubot, Haulotte Group chief operating
officer. “These emerging countries will fuel
Haulotte Group profitable growth over the
next few years.”

Ideal Crane Rental
Buys Manitou 36,000Pound Telehandler

Manitou North America, Waco, Texas,
will have at least four new forklifts at ConExpo – one of which is the 36,000-pound
capacity MHT 10160. Part of Manitou’s
heavy telescopic series, which has been
available in Europe and other parts of the
world for more than seven years, the MHT
10160 is the first of the company’s heavyduty rough-terrain telescopic handler range
to be offered in the United States. It also will
be introducing the 46,000-pound capacity
MHT 10210 at ConExpo.
Key applications for these units include
mining, oil fields, heavy industrial, wind
farms, and any other jobs that require big
capacities. Ryan Ford, construction product
specialist, said that the United Nations has
been using the MHT 10160 for container
handling, making ship yards another viable
industry for this machine.
One of the first U.S. buyers of the MHT
10160 will be Wisconsin-based Ideal Crane
Rental, which Bob Kalhagen, owner of Ideal
Crane Rental, said he first laid eyes on at a
Manitou open house event two years ago in
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France. He said the company plans to use
the heavy-duty machine as a bare rental
unit for power plant and wind generator
construction. Currently, the company uses
cranes to load and unload equipment,
and the MHT 10160 will allow greater
maneuverability and provide an alternative
to operating multiple cranes. “It will come
in handy unloading big components from
semis,” he said.
Ideal Crane Rental offers every model
in SkyTrak’s product line, and its current
largest telehandler is a 10,000-pound unit.
“It’s a big step up from there,” Kalhagen
said. “I’m excited.” He estimated his MHT
10160 would arrive this spring, following
ConExpo.
Additional MHT models will make their
way into the United States in the near future.
Ford said the 14,000-pound capacity MVT
665 telehandler will be replaced by the MHT
780, which will provide more lift height and
capacity than the current model.
S afet y

Trico Lift Celebrates
Accident-Free Year

Steve Phillips (left) and Ken Pustizzi

The employees of aerial rental company
Trico Lift recently experienced a milestone
achievement, having worked safely through
2007 without any lost work time or recordable incidents. The company, based in
Millville, N.J., employs almost 100 people
and has one of the largest privately owned
fleets in North America.
“In an industry where safety is of the utmost importance, we’re very proud to have
achieved this significant achievement of one
whole year without a recordable incident
or one that required more than basic first
aid treatment,” said CEO and President Ken
and
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Sign up for Lift and Access Online! Go to LiftandAccess.com,
and click on "Subscribe now for FREE."
		

Maximum Capacity Media to Host
5K Run/Walk at ConExpo
Maximum Capacity Media, Fort Dodge, Iowa,
announces the first-ever Construction Challenge
5K Run/Walk, sponsored by Terex Corporation. The
event will be held on the morning of March 13, in
cooperation with the CONEXPO-CONAGG 2008
Exposition in Las Vegas, Nev., and will benefit the
AEM Construction Challenge initiative.
The Construction Challenge Cup, sponsored by Manitowoc, will be awarded to
the organization that has the most participants in the event. For more information
about this event or to register, go to www.constructchallengerun.com.
Additional sponsorships are also available. Information can be obtained by contacting Guy Ramsey at gramsey@maxcapmedia.com or calling 480-595-2772.
Maximum Capacity Media LLC is the publisher of Crane Hot Line, Lift and Access,
Industrial Lift and Hoist, and Lift and Access 360.

Pustizzi. “This means that the Trico Lift
team has persisted for a considerable period
of time to think safety first. It is a testament
to our company philosophy that ‘Safety is
everyone’s business.’”
Pustizzi attributed the recent feat to the
company’s risk identification efforts and its
comprehensive safety training and accident
prevention program. The program includes
regular training sessions and meetings
for all employees to ensure the team is
knowledgeable of established and proven
work safety practices as well as compliance
requirements.
Steve Phillips, Trico Lift safety director,
said the company’s audit and inspection
efforts also promote employee safety and
the safety of those using Trico’s equipment.
Accident prevention measures are in place
to review near misses and incidents, examine root causes and implement necessary
controls to prevent future occurrences. “Our
key objective is to maintain a zero injury or
damage work environment,” he said.

OSHA Exceeds
2007 Inspection Goals

The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) recently released
its annual enforcement statistics, confirming
that the agency’s enforcement programs are
producing positive results for the benefit of
American workers.

In fiscal year 2007, OSHA conducted
39,324 total inspections, a 4.3-percent
increase over its stated goal of 37,700. Total
violations of OSHA’s standards and regulations were 88,846, a 6-percent increase from
FY 2006. The agency cited 67,176 serious
violations, a 9-percent increase from the
previous year and a more than 12-percent
increase over the past four years. The number of cited repeat violations also rose from
2,551 in FY 2006 to 2,714 in FY 2007.
Fatality and injury and illness rates have
continued to decline to record lows. The injury and illness incidence rate of 4.4 per 100
employees for calendar year 2006 was the
lowest that the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
ever recorded. Workplace fatality rates hit
an all-time low in CY 2006 with 3.9 fatalities
per 100,000 employees.

New Federal Wire
Rope Standard
Published

A new federal specification for wire rope
and strand, RR-W-410F, was published in
December 2007. This standard supersedes
the previous federal standard, RR-W-410E,
published in 2002.
The standard covers the more common
types, classes, constructions, and sizes of
wire rope and strand that are suitable for
federal government use. This includes Type

BOOTH G-236
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SCISSOR LIFTS
A R T I C U L AT I N G B O O M S
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1 general purpose ropes, Type 2 elevator
ropes, Type 3 marine cables, Type 4 miscellaneous, Type 5 auxiliary wire strands, and
Type 6 small cords.
An important change to the standard for
crane users is that ASTM A1023/A1023M,
the standard specification for stranded
carbon steel wire ropes for general purposes,
is now incorporated by reference into the
federal specification as it relates to all general purpose ropes. The A1023 standard was
published in 2002 and revised in 2007 with
input from the Wire Rope Technical Board.
To download a copy of RR-W-410F, go to
http://assist.daps.dla.mil/online/start/.
P ersonnel

Schiller Joins
Manitowoc

Manitowoc, Manitowoc, Wis., recently
announced Ingo Schiller has joined the company as vice president of sales and marketing
for mobile hydraulic cranes in the Americas.
He reports to Dave Birkhauser, senior vice
president of sales for the Americas.
Prior to joining Manitowoc, Schiller
spent 15 years in a variety of senior sales
and management positions. Most recently,
he was executive vice president of sales for
Liebherr Cranes North America, and prior
to that was vice president and partner of
Schiller International, a former Liebherr
dealer. Schiller holds a bachelor’s degree
in mechanical engineering and a number
of professional affiliations in crane and
engineering associations. He will be based
in Shady Grove, Pa.

Terex AWP Appoints
Field Service Director

Terex, Redmond, Wash., has appointed
Bob Bartley to the new position of director
of field service for the Terex Aerial Work
Platforms business, which includes Genie
Industries, Terex Power Products, and Terex
Load King. Bartley will oversee both field
and factory service organizations for Terex
AWP.
Terex AWP service experts are available
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, with a team
of field service experts strategically located
throughout North America. Bartley’s goal
and
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is to carry forth that
tradition and to
continuously look for
improvements in the
organization.
Bartley first joined
Genie Industries in
2000 as a field service
representative and Bob Bartley
was promoted to western regional service
manager for Terex AWP. Just prior to joining Terex, Bartley spent 23 years as service
manager for Adco Equipment and United
Rentals. Adco was the largest independent
aerial lift dealer in California until United
Rentals purchased it 1998.

AmQuip Hires VP
Risk Management

AmQuip, Bensalem, Pa., recently hired
Jeff Hammons as vice president of risk
management.
Hammons returns to AmQuip after
working with Parsons for three years as
corporate safety manager for its global
transportation business unit in Washington,
D.C. He will lead AmQuip’s risk management department.
Hammons has 20 years of experience in
heavy construction, construction management, and crane rental and related services.
His background includes eight years as corporate safety director with two of the largest
crane rental companies in the United States.
He will be based in Philadelphia, Pa.

Palfinger Restructures
Sales Team

In an effort to continue its growth
strategy in North America, Niagara Falls,
Ontario-based Palfinger has reorganized its
sales team to provide the required capacities
to achieve strategic objectives.
The company appointed Jeff Black to the
position of Eastern Canadian sales manager
for all Palfinger products. Black’s new area
includes Ontario, Quebec, and all of the
eastern provinces. Bill Boner will continue
his duties as Eastern U.S. sales manager for
cranes but will expand his activity in the
East. Boner’s region of responsibility includes all states east of the Mississippi River.

The restructuring of the crane sales
department will provide Palfinger North
America with more focus and support in
both the knuckleboom and service crane
sales, as well as provide additional support
to the company’s key crane accounts.
The company also announced that effective January 2008 there will now be a Region
Central America that will include the
countries of Mexico, Central America, the
Caribbean, Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela. Ruben Guida will be responsible for the
management of the newly formed region.
Guida will relocate to Miami, Fla., to better
serve the customers in these countries.

MEC Adds Directors of
Business Development
and Marketing

MEC Aerial Work Platforms, Selma,
Calif., announces two additions to its staff:
Steve Citron has joined as director of business development, and Diane Tjerrild has
been named director of marketing.
Citron has 26 years experience in the
AWP industry, including 20 years in project
and product management at Genie Industries. More recently,
he served as director
of business development for Bil-Jax.
His responsibilities include project
Steve Citron
managing MEC’s
strategic programs, including new product
development, product enhancement, and
value improvement programs; product
managing MEC’s existing and future product lines; and developing and implementing
strategic growth initiatives and business
processes for MEC’s
products.
Additionally, Citron plans to integrate
advanced marketing
and brand-building
tools and processes,
expand MEC’s worldwide marketshare,
Diane Tjerrild
and develop a corporate vision, including multi-year product
development and introduction plans.

TRUCK CRANE

Boom: 144.4 ft.

Five Section Full Power Synchronized Telescoping Boom via
Two Telescope Cylinders and Two Extension/Retraction Cables.
Two Boom Telescope Modes.

Jib: 58.1 ft.

Bi-Fold Lattice Type with 3.5°, 25° or 45° OFFSET. Assist Cylinders for
Mounting and Stowing Jib are Controlled from Right Side of Superstructure.

Tadano Twin Swing System: Free Swing or Lock

Swing Controlled by Selector Switch Allows Operator to Tailor Swing
Response to Application. 360° Positive Swing Lock.

main & auxiliary hoists:

Drum storage Capacity: 1,134 feet x 3/4 inches (7 Layers)
Max Line Pull: 18,200 lbs.
Max Line Speed: 585 fpm.

automatic moment limitER: Tadano AML-L

Monitors Outrigger Extended Length and Automatically Programs the
Corresponding “Rated Lifting Capacities” Chart. Presets for Load
Radius, Boom Angle Tip Height and Swing Range Plus Automatic
Speed Reduction and Soft Stop Function on Boom Elevation and Swing
are Provided.

carrier engine: Damler Chrysler OM460LA
6 Cylinder Turbo Charged 781.1 cu. in displacement, 490 hp@1800 rpm,
Cruise Control.

transmission: ZF AS-Tronic 12AS 2302
12 Forward and 2 Reverse Gears. Power and Fuel Economy Modes.
Two Stage Transfer Case.

front & rear suspensions: Walking Beam

with Air Ride Suspension and Shock Absorbers.

brakes: ABS System
tires: Front: 445/65R22 Singles x 4

Rear: 315/80R22.5 Dual x 4

Max travel speed: 65.4 mph
outriggers: Controls and Sight Bubble Located on Both

Sides of Carrier. Three Outrigger Extension Lengths are Provided with
Corresponding “Rated Lifting Capacities” for Crane Duty in Confined
Areas. 5th Front Jack Mounted on the Front of Carrier Frame.

air conditioning: Standard Equipment for Both Cabs.

Tadano technology delivers safety, quality & performance.
www.tadanoamerica.com
sales@tadano-cranes.com
(281) 869-0030 fax (281) 869-0040
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Tjerrild also brings more than 26 years of
marketing experience to MEC, including six
years with Marklift (Mark Industries). She
will formulate, direct, and coordinate marketing activities and materials to promote
MEC products.

Terex Makes Executive
Personnel Changes

Terex Corporation, Westport, Conn.,
recently announced several senior executive
appointments in support of its strategy to
increase its market presence in high growth
markets around the globe.
Steve Filipov, who has been president of
Terex Cranes, has been named to the new
position of president, developing markets
and strategic accounts, reporting to Tom
Riordan, Terex president and chief operating officer. Filipov has led the Terex Cranes
team, which has increased business and
profitability in the last three years. Much
of the growth has come from developing
markets.

and
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Rick Nichols has been named president
of Terex Cranes. He has been serving as
president, Terex Materials Processing &
Mining (MP&M). He also reports to Riordan. Nichols has lead the advancement of
lean manufacturing capabilities to improve
margins and capacity, overseeing acquisitions, and changing the business strategy for
the Terex mining truck business.
George Ellis has been appointed vice
president, manufacturing services, reporting
to Riordan. Ellis currently leads the Terex
Utilities business and will continue to do
so until a replacement is named. Ellis has
responsibility for the Terex manufacturing
strategic plan and assisting business operations with capital expenditure budgets.
“Steve Filipov is the right person to lead
efforts to improve Terex relationships with
our large global customer strategic accounts
and to oversee a more aggressive approach
to increasing our presence in developing
markets,” Riordan said. “Rick Nichols will
lead capacity improvement efforts in our
crane facilities while continuing the globalization of our business, and we are excited

about future prospects for this rapidly
expanding segment.”
A ssociations

SC&RA Celebrates
60th Anniversary

The Specialized Carriers & Rigging Association (SC&RA) will commemorate its
60th anniversary throughout 2008. The association began with a handful of American
companies and has grown steadily over the
years into an international trade association
of more than 1,300 member companies
from 47 nations.
Six companies that were members of the
fledgling organization remain members of
SC&RA 60 years later: Dawes Rigging &
Crane Rental, Milwaukee, Wis.; Dobson
Industrial, Inc., Bay City, Mich.; Hastings
Truck Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.; Main
Trucking & Rigging, Elmwood Park, N.J.;
Southwestern Industrial Contractors, El
Paso, Texas; and Wilhelm Trucking & Rigging, Portland, Ore. n
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New Products
JLG Pro-Fit Electric Scissor Lifts

w JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., has made
several updates to its Pro-Fit Series of electric
scissor lifts, which includes models 1930ES,
2030ES, 2630ES, 2646ES, and 3246ES.
To keep drive motor cables from sagging on
the job, the cables now have lines indicating
where they should be clamped for appropriate
adjustment. In order to prevent brakes from corroding, they are coated with a yellow chromate
coating and are never exposed to moisture
through the use of a two-piece brake housing.
Another upgrade is the heavy-duty cast wheel,
which better withstands jobsite abuse.
On the platform, the one-inch lip on the extension track has been
removed to reduce the amount of debris in the track. Cable management has been improved through the use of coil cable design with a
curved bracket to keep the cable out of the way and plated steel fasteners to replace the plastic zip ties, which were often cut. Additionally, JLG
has replaced the PQ controller with a completely interchangeable J.R.
Merritt joystick.
www.jlg.com

Airtrax Cobra Scissor Lifts

w Airtrax Inc., Blackwood, N.J., will introduces its King Cobra scissor lift
and two of four models in its Cobra scissor lift line at The Rental Show.
These machines feature omni-directional technology for maneuvering in tight
spaces and precise positioning. All units
are electric battery-powered and available with standard or AGM batteries.
The 33-foot-tall, 68-inch-wide King
Cobra Model ATX-3368 is primarily
intended for the aerospace and aviation
ground support markets, while the two
additional Cobra models – tentatively
identified as the 32-foot-tall, 47-inch-wide ATX-3247 and 19-foot-tall,
33-inch-wide ATX-1933 – are designed for work in warehouse or industrial environments on sealed, medium-strength concrete floors or
metal decks.
Similar to Airtrax’s Sidewinder forklifts, the Cobra scissor lifts use
omni-directional technology to move forward, backward, and sideways, allowing for maneuverability and an increase in productivity.
Rather than backing up to complete turns, the operator moves sideways or rotates into the desired position.
www.airtrax.com

AICHI SP400C and SP460CJ Boom Lifts

w Aichi USA, Glen Burnie, Md., will launch two new wheel-type boom
lifts, Skymaster models SP400C and SP460CJ, at The Rental Show this
month. These models are Aichi’s second global series and are designed
for factory or storehouse construction work and maintenance.
The boom lifts feature a wide working range and maneuverability
for improved work efficiency. The three-stage boom structure offers
compact stowed position, so it allows a large working range from
and
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stowed position to horizontal outreach
without moving the machine. The low
stowed position offers maneuverability in
confined jobsites that have height restrictions. Short
stowed length offers easy parking and improved maneuverability for transportation.
The SP400C has a maximum platform height of more
than 39 feet and a horizontal outreach of almost 36 feet.
Maximum platform capacity is 550 pounds. The SP460CJ
has a maximum platform height of almost 46 feet with a
horizontal outreach of almost 42 feet. Maximum platform capacity is 550 pounds.
www.aichiusa.com

Terex Comedil CTT 231/10 Tower Crane

w Tower crane specialist Terex Comedil, Fontanafredda, Italy, held an
open house in September, where it introduced its new tower crane.
The flat top Terex Comedil CTT 231 has a 230-foot boom and a lifting
capacity of 2.3 tons at the tip. Erection has been simplified – from the
assembly of the stabilizer base to the positioning of the counterweights
and the faster assembly of the TS23 tower components. Additional railings and non-slip metal plates in the access and cab areas, together
with ergonomically designed aluminum ladders, enhance the crane
operator’s safety and comfort. New electronics, including a new touchscreen with graphical interface and new Integrated Control System
(ICS) software, increase the ease, speed and precision of operation. Additional control functions mean that information about the machine’s
operating status is always available.
www.comedil.com

Jergens Kwik-Lok Pins

w Cleveland, Ohio-based Jergens introduces Kwik-Lok™ Pins (KLPs) designed
for a variety of construction applications, including cranes, scaffolding,
mining, and drilling equipment. The
pins can also be used in lifting equipment, such as hoists, slings, and cables,
and in trailer beds. Jergens’ positive locking pins
offer performance for applications requiring frequent connecting and disconnecting, lifting, changing, or securing objects
without using tools.
The company’s manufacturing process ensures quick turnaround
on special sizes and configurations. Kwik-Lok pins are manufactured in
a wide range of standard and special sizes to meet a variety of needs,
with lot number traceability on every pin. More than 6,000 standard
size items are available immediately from stock.
Jergens Kwik-Lok pins are available in five handle styles: T, L, button,
recessed button, and ring. Standard sizes range from 3/16- to 1-inch
outside pin diameters in 1/2- to 6-inch grip lengths. Metric sizes include
5- to 25-mm outside diameters in 10- to 100-mm grip lengths. All are
made of stainless steel or carbon steel. Most KLPs are available in 17-4
PH stainless steel, providing greater corrosion resistance in damp and
humid environments.
www.jergensinc.com

Highlights of the latest lifting equipment and component introductions.
HAWE Hydraulics KA Power Unit

w HAWE Hydraulics, Munich, Germany, offers its
newly redesigned KA compact power unit for
intermittent service. Designed for a wide range
of machine tool, high pressure, and clamping
applications, the KA serves as a compact power
supply that delivers operating pressures up to
10,000 psi.
HAWE’s KA power unit combines a pump,
electric motor, and tank in one unit, offering both minimal use of
space and easy mobility. The KA has reservoir capacities up to two
gallons. In using less fluid, this environmentally friendly solution creates less waste and requires less expense.
The modular KA is available with single and three-phase motors,
in single- or dual-stage pump versions, and can work with an array of
valves (directly mountable) and accessories.
www.hawehydraulics.com

OEM Data Delivery ST-550 Service Tracker

w OEM Data Delivery, Shelton, Conn., has introduced the ST-550 Service
Tracker, technology that helps managers identify and reduce engine
idle time, and make jobsites more profitable. Eliminating wasted fuel
is a major benefit, but reducing engine idle time also lengthens the
service life of transmissions and engines, reduces carbon buildup, and
extends the life of oil and oil filters.
OEM DD’s ST-550 Service Tracker transmits
wireless, paperless, and “hands-free” data,
such as the equipment’s hour meter, idle
logs, work logs, and service alerts for preventive maintenance. Data is captured passively
via drive-by activity. It can be installed on
any machine and has a low power radio frequency that transmits data
more than 100 yards. The ST-550 also easily works with OEM DD’s fuel
capture technology.
The ST-550 is a part of a powerful data delivery system that provides operations and equipment management with reports via the
web or email. Its reporting feature updates management information nightly, and automatically generates summary and alert email
for timely decisions.
www.oemdd.com

The Suspended Work Platforms segment explains how to use these
devices safely where conventional means of access – such as scaffolds,
ladder or aerial lifts – are either not possible or hazardous. In addition
to reviewing when not to use the platforms, the session examines how
to inspect the crane, basket, rigging system, and area of the lifting operation and then ensuring employees use the equipment properly.
The Safety First! (Series 3) video is available in DVD format at $129 for
SC&RA members and $159 for non-members.
www.scranet.org

Remote Dynamics REDIview

w Remote Dynamics, Plano, Texas, a leading provider of GPS vehicle
tracking solutions for commercial fleets, heavy equipment, and assets,
recently announced the REDIview Crane and Hoist Service to complement its existing fleet management offerings.
Now, REDIview offers a new hardware platform designed specifically for owners of mobile cranes, tower cranes, and construction hoists.
This new platform interfaces with Remote Dynamics’ new REDIview 2.0
software, allowing users to manage their service vehicles and construction assets from one application. While newly announced, Remote Dynamics has been operating on various cranes and hoists for well over a
year, gaining insight into how to best service this customer base. With
the introduction of new asset types in REDIview 2.0, the service is now
being offered to the entire market. ■
www.remotedynamics.com

SC&RA Safety First! Video

w The Specialized Carriers & Rigging Association has introduced “Safety
First! A Team Effort (Series 3)”, a video with three separate training sessions ranging from four to six minutes. The video, created by SC&RA in
cooperation with the Construction Safety Council, features three programs: Aerial Work Platforms, Suspended Work Platforms, and Hazard
Communication.
The Aerial Work Platforms program examines ways to use both
scissor lifts and articulating boom lifts with maximum productivity through sufficient operator training, inspection of the equipment
and work environment, and careful operation. This session discusses
manufacturers’ guidelines regarding load distribution, travel speed, acceptable slopes in the travel path, as well as fall protection devices and
personal protective equipment.
and
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Accident
ALERT Increasing awareness for those who operate lifting equipment.

Photo courtesy of the Reading Eagle

Highway — Wyomissing, Pa.
Interstate traffic was tied up for more than four hours after a truck
hauling a crane overturned on a bypass. At least three additional

mid w est
Citation — Cincinnati, Ohio
Maxim Crane Works has been fined
$4,000 by OSHA after an investigation found
that the crane rental house committed a serious violation of the agency’s workplace
safety regulations when a crane tipped over
on Nov. 21.
The crane was being used to assemble a
tower crane at a construction site for a performing arts school. The crane crushed an
SUV, but no one was hurt in the incident.
Maxim was cited for not complying with
the manufacturer’s specifications and limitations applicable to the operation of the
crane. The citation said the crane’s load limit
was reached, and the operator switched the
device to override mode.
“Added dynamics such as load rotation,
and wind gust, load swing outside of operating range, and dynamics imposed by operator’s attempt to recover load, during boom
up motion caused the crane to be pulled over
by its load,” OSHA said.
According to OSHA, Maxim has asked for
an informal conference to discuss the facts
of the investigation, which the company is
entitled to under OSHA regulations. If the
company is still not satisfied with OSHA’s
findings after the hearing, it can appeal to an
administrative law judge. – The Cincinnati Post
and
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cranes were brought in to upright the machine. The truck driver was
not injured in the incident but was cited for several traffic violations.
– ReadingEagle.com

Pinned by Machine — Fremont, Ohio
An 18-year-old employee of a fabrication
facility was critically injured while operating a
forklift. According to the sheriff’s department,
the man thought the forklift was in park and
walked in front of the machine. Instead, the machine was in neutral and rolled, striking the man
and pinning him between the lift and a trash receptacle. He was flown to a local medical center
following the incident. – The News-Messenger

N o r theast
Dropped Load — New York, N.Y.
A crane dropped 7 tons of steel onto a trailer where an investment banking company is
building a 43-story tower across the street from
Ground Zero, injuring an architect working
inside. The nylon sling that was carrying 25- to
30-foot-long pieces of galvanized steel apparently snapped, according to the city’s buildings
commissioner. The sling was carrying a 14,000pound load to the 13th floor of the building.
The sling is designed to handle 19,000 pounds,
according to the city’s Department of Buildings.
A stop-work order for crane operations was issued at the jobsite. – The Journal News
Pinned by Machine —
Shrewsbury, Mass.
A 20-year-old man injured in a forklift accident was taken to a hospital for his injuries.

Police said he was operating the forklift with his
leg outside the machine, which became pinned
between the forklift and a storage rack.
Police said the man is a temporary employee at the site and was not licensed to
operate a forklift. The company reported the
incident to federal OSHA. – Telegram.com
Tipover —
North Middleton Township, Pa.
Two painters were injured after the scissor lift they were standing in tipped over.
Rescue workers estimated the lift to be elevated 30 feet as they prepared a wall for
painting. “At this time, we’re unsure what
caused it to tipover,” a fire company chief
said. Officials from federal OSHA are investigating the incident.
– Carlisle Sentinel

Tipover — Salisbury, Md.
A worker was injured after the forklift he was operating toppled over on him
and caught fire. Co-workers quickly extinguished the fire before it made contact with
a propane tank. The incident was reported
to the local police department and OSHA,
which will investigate. – Daily Times
Dropped Load — New York, N.Y.
A crane accident at a hotel-condominium
tower under construction in Manhattan sent
a worker plummeting 42 stories to his death

UP AND COMING
MANITEX
SKYCRANE

• Working heights from 62’ to 97’.
• Crane capacities to 12 tons.
• Standard features include remote
control and self-leveling baskets
with hydraulic rotation.
• All Manitex Skycranes backed by
UPTime comprehensive Product
Support.

Better Product...
Better Payback...

Bruce Steele (330) 284.2541 • Marvin Faulk (214) 502.6357 • Norm Burch (817) 705.9444
3000 South Austin Avenue, Georgetown, TX 78626 • Telephone (512) 942.3000 • Facsimile (512) 863.3776
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u Accident

ALERT

Photo by Peter Carr/The Journal News

Collapse — White Plains, N.Y.
Workers and investigators are shown surveying a boom lift accident
at a community college that killed a man and injured a co-worker. The
and injured three other people, authorities
said. Workers were apparently pouring wet
concrete on the 42nd floor, and witnesses
said a nearby crane was lifting steel beams
and dropped its load on top of the tower,
causing one floor of the building to collapse
on another. The man who died was thrown
out beyond the safety net, while another was
thrown into the net.
According to news reports, the general
contractor and the concrete company were
cited nine times last year by the city’s Department of Buildings. In October, the site
received two high-risk violations – one for
operating a crane in an unsafe manner and
the other for failing to safeguard public property affected by construction operations. Inspectors from the city’s Department of Buildings are investigating, as well as the general
contractor. A stop-work order was issued at
the site. – abclocal.go.com/wabc
Highway — Brunswick, Maine
A truck carrying a boom lift hit a bridge
overpass, which caused the lift to crash onto the
highway. Police said the loaded truck appeared
to be about 6 inches taller than the overpass.
The incident shut down all but one lane
of traffic, causing some backups during rush
hour. Police say no one was injured, and the
bridge sustained minor damage but was open
to traffic. – wcsh6.com
and
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boom lift was being used to install a sign when the hydraulic system
failed, causing the boom to collapse. – The Journal News

southEAST
Tipover — Myrtle Beach, S.C.
After hitting a pothole or patch of mud, a
rough-terrain crane tipped over onto a roller coaster under construction. The worker
jumped out of the slow-tipping crane, which
struck one section of the roller coaster track.
The incident set crews back a day or two on
construction. – Sun News
Traffic Accident —
Fort Lonesome, Fla.
A 50-year-old man was killed in a traffic accident after a crane hit the front of a
tractor-trailer. The crane was driving across
a two-lane county road and pulled into the
path of the semi, hitting the truck and causing extensive front-end damage. The truck
driver was killed at the scene. The crane operator was treated for his injuries at the hospital. A local sheriff ’s office is investigating
the accident. – Tampa Tribune
Struck by Machine — Charleston, S.C.
A 27-year-old worker died in the hospital
after a crane ran over his right leg. Emergency
crews found the man on the ground near the
crane with a severed leg. The man remained
conscious on the way to the emergency
room but later died. South Carolina OSHA is

investigating the accident, which is expected
to take six to eight weeks. – Port and Courier

west
Pinned by Machine — Payson, Ariz.
A contractor suffered serious chest injuries after being crushed in a forklift accident. The 44-year-old man was loading
concrete blocks onto his truck at the time of
the incident. According to police, the man
was tying a pallet to the top of a stack of
concrete block in the bed of his truck when
the forklift he was using lunged forward,
trapping him between it and the truck. “His
injuries might have been a lot worse if the
pallet hadn’t slipped down between him
and the forklift and cushioned him,” a police sergeant said. The man was airlifted to a
hospital to be treated for his injuries.
– Payson Roundup

Tipover — North Bend, Wash.
A 120-ton hydraulic crane tipped over
at a casino construction site as it was hoisting structural steel off a semi-truck. It was
unclear why the boom of the crane fell, according to the contractor on the project.
The operator was transported to a hospital
after receiving minor injuries. The owner of
the crane is investigating. – Seattle Times n

Give your operation a raise with the RS Series Telescopic Handlers
from Gehl. With lift heights from 19 to 44 feet, these machines make
aerial work as easy as working at ground level. With a wide variety of
available attachments, these machines rise to almost any occasion.

gehl.com

DRIVEN SINCE 1859
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Web Watch
Whether it is late-breaking industry news, exclusive Equipment Reviews and On the
Job analysis, guest columns written by industry experts, or editorials by our in-house
editorial staff, Lift and Access 360 and LiftandAccess.com put a wealth of exclusive
online information at our readers’ fingertips. Here’s a snapshot of some recent web-exclusive topics.

Top Story

Instant Access Turns
Pink to Support Breast
Cancer Research
Australian rental company Instant Access has painted six new 19-foot scissor lifts pink in an effort to support the
National Breast Cancer Foundation and
its Pink Ribbon campaign. The breast
cancer sponsorship is part of Instant Access’ ongoing charity support program
in which the company partners with a
different charity each year.

Top Story

Southern Crane
Celebrates
Accident-Free Year

	Southern Industrial Constructors, Raleigh, N.C., and its wholly owned subsidiary, Southern Crane, recently achieved
a safety milestone when its Wilmington,
N.C., branch office celebrated one year
without any recordable injury or illness.
The company’s 166 Wilmington-area employees worked 346,077 hours between
November 2006 and November 2007
without a single recordable incident, as
defined by OSHA.
“At Southern Industrial, our policy says
it all: Safety is our number-one priority,”
said Phil Hooper, vice president of safety
and
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“Our team is extremely proud to be supporting the National Breast Cancer Foundation to bring about further community
awareness,” said John Lucano, CEO of Instant Access. “Not only will the pink equipment raise awareness for breast cancer, Instant Access will also donate a percentage
of the revenue hire directly to NBCF.” The
19-foot scissor lifts are available at Instant
Access branches in Brisbane, Newcastle,
Sydney, Canberra, and Melbourne.
Instant Access is one of a number of
businesses donating funds to the National
Breast Cancer Foundation, an organization that funds research across the continuum of breast cancer – from genetics to
treatment to support and
palliative care – with the
ultimate goal of finding a
cure. The foundation’s partnerships with such companies provide valuable support in its work to increase
awareness and funds for
breast cancer research.
Read the complete story
on LiftandAccess.com.
and risk management. “That’s why we go
above and beyond what is required by
law to implement our own high safety
standards and guidelines.” He added that
Southern Industrial Contractors not only
makes safety a priority for its workers but
also for the security of the general public.
“This milestone is a perfect example of
how our employees demonstrate their
strong commitment to following our safety policy day in, day out,” Hooper said.
Because of their exemplary safety records, both Southern Industrial and Southern Crane are among the few companies
in the state recognized as STAR contractors by the N.C. Department of Labor’s
Occupational Safety and Health Division.
All of Southern Crane’s operators are CCO
certified.
Find the complete story and more on
LiftandAccess.com.

Product Spotlight

Cranes Communicate
to Prevent Accidents

About four years ago, when his company was in the process of developing
technology to solve the problem of
tower crane collisions, Kendall Strysick
came across a product that was tested
and developed in Singapore. About a
quarter of the way into his own R&D, he
decided to switch gears and bring the
technology back to the United States as
the sole distributor.

“When I discovered this system, we
stopped all development for our system
in order to bring it to the market that
much quicker,” says Strysick, president
of Persha International, located in Collegeville, Pa.
Now in its third generation, the TAC3000 has been embraced by safety
directors and managers in North and
South America. In its latest generation,
this product sports updated components and upgraded software. Being
adapted to tower cranes utilized on rails,
it will be launched in 2008 with black
box capability for event recording.
“We’ve seen an average around
the world of up to one contact a day
between tower cranes,” says Strysick.
“When you have congested areas and
multi-tower sites, the risk is just incredible.” But, utilizing this technology, he
says, “Safety directors are finding themselves able to sleep at night now.”
The navigational technology used is
similar to that of a cruise ship or aircraft;
the system works off the Earth’s magnetic flux, and is non-GPS, so crane positioning is given in real time, says Strysick.
“It’s most beneficial in congested areas,”
he adds.
Read the rest of this Product Spotlight
at LiftandAccess.com. n
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Show Review
The Boom Lift Showcase
featured machines in the
40- to 49-foot class with
and without jibs.

Desert Field Day

Lift and Access reviews the features of
top performers in the 40- to 49-foot class.

T

By Guy Ramsey

he most significant event in the
self-propelled aerial work platform
industry was the introduction of the
JLG 40F in 1976. The brainchild of
JLG founder John L. Grove, it was the
first mass-produced boom lift. And most would
agree this machine is the product that set the
aerial work platform industry in motion.
Although a dozen brands have emerged at
some point since the 1970s, today JLG, Snorkel,
Genie, Haulotte, and Skyjack are the sole North
American suppliers of straight (conventional)
and
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40-foot boom lifts. This number will grow in
2008 when MEC and, most likely, Aichi introduce their own competing products. It has been
years since there were this many competitors in
the boom lift market.
Applications for 40-foot boom lifts, which
includes jib-equipped models, continue to
grow, and with that, the number of machines
produced also escalates. An estimated 7,000
units are sold worldwide annually. Of these,
two-thirds were sold in North America.
In my opinion, the most important design
advancements have been to the front drive

systems. Early machines where weak-kneed,
which hamstrung their potential by limiting
application opportunities. The advent of fourwheel drive, first introduced in the early 1980s,
helped expand the market. But even early 4x4
machines were anemic when compared to
today’s state-of-the-art boom lifts. Larger engines, more efficient pumps, drive motors, and
advancements in hydraulic engineering have
dramatically improved performance.
Small air-cooled gas engines were once the
only option. Current selections include a variety of high-output water-cooled gas and hightorque diesel engines. As late as the early 1990s,
only 25 percent of these models were delivered
with diesel engines. Today, that number has
flipped; more than 80 percent are shipped with
diesel power plants. Only the need for cleaner
burning propane has kept the gas (dual fuel)
engine around.
These progressions have materialized into
real advantages. A modern two-wheel drive machine will go places and climb grades that early
four-wheel drive units couldn’t begin to tackle.
Nearly 90 percent of all conventional booms
produced have this feature, and each of the
Boom Lift Showcase machines were four-wheel
drive units. Further advancing drive capabilities
has been the development of the oscillating axle,
represented here by products from JLG, Genie,
and Skyjack. To demonstrate the impressive
rough-terrain capabilities these boom lifts can
deliver, we asked our participants to negotiate a
challenging course.
Although the grade (see page 33) was tough
– estimated at 25° – gradeability is not the sole
attribute of a competent drive system. An effective drive system has what I call “tractionability.” All the power in the world cannot
overcome an unbalanced drive system. The
dirt here was so loose and sandy that on the
following day, several compact telehandlers
were unable to climb the grade. Instead, their
drive wheels lost traction, spinning helplessly.

Using electronic truck scales, machine
weight was verified within ±5 pounds.

Modern drive systems make
short work of the most
challenging drive conditions.
While all five units exhibited more than
adequate power, the JLG 400S, Genie S-45,
and the Skyjack SJ 45T delivered eye-opening
performances. Their oscillating axles assisted
greatly in being able to drive up and crest the
hill, never once hesitating or losing traction.
Less significant than the drive advancement has been the introduction of the jib
extension. Although this feature is offered by
all the OEMs, Genie, Skyjack, and Haulotte
were the only Showcase units equipped with
jibs. Although the concept of a jib – usually 4
to 6 feet in length – was intended to offer an
expanded range of motion, the real advantage
is the extra reach it delivers.

In addition to challenging the drive systems,
we also verified several key specifications. Refer to the chart below to see the results of Lift
and Access’ verification of GVW, horizontal
and vertical reach, and overall stowed dimensions. The staff also checked drive speeds and
boom operational speeds, which are central to
measuring a boom lift’s productivity.
The Walk-Around Presentations were a key
part of the Boom Lift Showcase. Each OEM was
given the opportunity to sell the features and
benefits of its machine to the assembly. A Q&A
period followed each presentation. Significant
points made during the presentations are summarized in the following individual machine

Jibs allow for a wider range of motion, as
well as expanded reach capabilities.

Performance Specifications Tested by Lift and Access

Genie’s Glen Bowser presents the S-45 in
the Walk-Around portion of the event.
reviews. These presentations along with highlights from the event can be seen in their entirety
on the Lift and Access Showcase DVD. See page
80 for information on how to order a copy.
The concept of putting a worker safely 40
feet in the air has never changed – what has
changed are the ways the machines are designed and built. These modifications have
driven the opening of new application opportunities and have served to further advance
market acceptance.
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Genie
Haulotte
JLG 400S
Skyjack
Snorkel
		
S-45
HB 44J
(with SkyPower) SJ 45T
TB42
AWP Max GVW						
Tire 1 (lbs)
3,640
3,310
2,335
3,620
3,000
Tire 2 (lbs)
4,010
4,020
3,730
4,475
3,220
Tire 3 (lbs)
4,040
4,580
3,780
4,530
4,040
Tire 4 (lbs)
3,690
2,940
2,840
3,570
2,515
Total (lbs)
15,380
14,850
12,685
16,195
12,775
AWP Stowed Dimensions						
Height (ft-in)
8' 0"
7' 2.125"
7' 8"
7' 7.75"
7' 7.75"
Width (ft-in)
7' 6.25"
7' 5.375"
7' 7"
7' 6.75"
8' 0"
Stowed Length (ft-in)
22' 5.625"
22' 1.375"
25' 6.625"
22' 5.375"
23' 6.625"
Tail Swing (ft-in)
2' 10.5"
2' 8"
2' 9.75"
2' 10.5"
4' 2.75"
Operational Speed			
			
Travel Time (20 feet)*
4.2 mph
3.3 mph
4.26 mph
4.22 mph
3.23 mph
Rotation Time (360°)
1 min 29.5 sec
2 min, 7 sec
55 sec
1 min, 28 sec
59 sec
Lift/Lower (sec)
32 / 24.75
44 / 34.55
26.71 / 25.56
30.8 / 30.8
37.65 / 35.3
* Average of two test runs						
Turning Radius						
Inside
5' 8.5"
7' 9.5"
5' 11.5"
8' 1.5"
9' 4.5"
Outside
15' 1.5"
17' 6"
15' 0"
17' 10.5"
18' 5"
Reach						
Max Horizontal
37' 10"
45' 3.125"
34' 11.625"
39' 9"
33' 5.5"
Max Vertical
45' 3.75"
45' 3.375"
40' 7"
45' 8.5"
42' 5.25"
Boom Angle (deg)
75°
75°
68.5°
78°
75°
Boom Lift Safety Checklift						
Lanyard Anchorage
mid-rail
bottom rail
between
mid-rail
between
Point Location			
mid- and		
mid- and
				
top rail		
bottom rail
Tilt Alarm
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
Modular Platform
yes
no
yes
yes
no
Limited Access to Limit Switches some have limited
yes
yes
yes
no
		
access; easier to access
		
when horizontal					

u Show

REVIEW

Genie S-45: A Feature-Packed Quality Product

Nomenclature: Straight boom; 45-foot platform height

Drive enabler keeps the
operator properly orientated
An optional pipe handler is one of many platform tools. to travel direction.

B

acked by one of the leading support
organizations in the industry, the jibequipped S-45 telescopic boom lift
from Genie Industries is one of two
telescopic boom lifts in this class offered by the
Redmond, Wash.-based manufacturer. Both
the S-45, which was shown at the Boom Lift
Showcase, and the S-40 feature two-section
hydraulic booms. The S-45’s jib adds an extra
5 feet of reach and 139° of vertical movement.
As the image at the top shows, the jib can be
folded back to reduce the maximum stowed
length to less than 22'6". A Helac rotation actuator provides 160° of platform rotation.
and
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Sauer-Danfoss provides the ALC 500
microprocessor control system. It works in
conjunction with all aspects of the machine’s
functionality and safety systems, and it also
features self-diagnostics. Hall-effect joysticks
are employed for all proportional controls. The
level sensor will limit boom functions when the
machine is more than 4.5° out of level.
The oscillating axle is unique to Genie in
that it is allowed to float all the time. The tires
track the terrain even when the boom is fully
extended. The drive is an efficient closed-loop
Sauer-Danfoss-supplied hydrostatic system. For
hotter environments, an oil cooler is provided as

standard equipment. The closed-loop hydrostatic drive system, coupled with two-speed hydraulic wheel motors, makes the S-45 both quick and
powerful. Even with a fast 4.5-mph travel speed,
there is still plenty of power for even the most
demanding rough-terrain applications.
In addition to the useful color-coded directional orientation decals, there is also a
“drive enable” safety feature, which cuts out
drive whenever the superstructure has rotated
more than 90° to either side of the centerline
of rotation. The operator is then prompted to
press a button on the upper control box that
overrides the cutout to continue to drive.
All pins are Teflon-impregnated and ride
on fiber glide bushings. The main rotation
bearing is the only lubrication point.
Shown in the image at left is the S-45’s optional 8-foot steel platform, featuring three entry
points. All platforms incorporate a removable
grated floor, which can be taken out by loosening a handful of bolts. This allows for easier
cleaning and replacement. The power track is
a combination of steel and aluminum and is
designed to allow for easy inspection and repair, while at the same time providing adequate
protection from falling debris. Should the single
hydraulic crowd cylinder need to be repaired, it
can be easily removed out the rear of the boom
tube without any boom tube disassembly.
The engine and all major components are
shielded under large securable fiberglass
cowlings. Oil and fuel fill points are both
located on the same side. Drop one bolt,
and the side-mounted engine swings out for
service. The S-45 at the Showcase featured a
49-hp Deutz oil-cooled engine, but a 51-hp
Perkins diesel or a 75-hp Ford gas engine is
also available.
Genie offers a series of platform options,
including generators and welders. The S-45
demonstrated at the Showcase was equipped
with an optional pipe-cradle and a panel cradle attachment. It also featured a laser package, which helps in precisely positioning the
platform when raising the load into position.
The S-45 was a natural extension of the popular S-40, a feature-packed quality product. Both
units are backed by one of the leading product
support organizations in the business.

NEW
Snorkel range
unveiled at

®

Visit us at
Booth #6138
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Haulotte HB 44J: Meeting North American Needs
Nomenclature: Haulotte Boom; 44-foot platform; Jib-equipped

Although the gas and
hydraulic oil filler areas are
grouped together, the flange
bolted over the oil cap should
prevent fill mistakes.

The HB 44J was equipped with an
air-cooled Deutz diesel engine, which
will soon be replaced by a Perkins.

A

fter many years of test marketing and
careful consideration, the Haulotte
Group, L’Horme, France, officially
entered the North American market
in September 2001. Responding to North
American demands, the company introduced the 40-foot HB 40 and the 44-foot jibequipped HB 44J in February 2002.
The demo machine at the Boom Lift Showcase was the HB 44J, which is equipped with a
4'11" jib, offering 140° range of motion (±70°).
Haulotte machines feature a CPU-based operating system. This electronic management control system is common across all the company’s
IC scissor and boom lifts. With the assistance
of a hand-held analyzer, a technician can manipulate both input and output functions, such
as setting control thresholds and ramping. The
CPU also provides diagnostic information for
easier troubleshooting and repair.
Hall-effect joysticks (for drive and lift functions) supplied by DeltaTech Controls have
eliminated the need for contact points inside
the control system. Output is directed to Sauerand
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Danfoss proportional control valves, which
feature the ability to be manually overridden.
Haulotte is the only OEM that still utilizes a
worm drive to rotate the superstructure. Today,
the more common method is to use a planetary
drive with an integral brake.
Although the HB 44J at the Showcase was
equipped with an air-cooled Deutz F3L 1011
diesel engine, Haulotte said it would soon make
way for a Perkins engine. The model has yet to
be determined. Few can argue with the service
record of this highly efficient Deutz engine
– saying that it is bulletproof may even be an
understatement – but a water-cooled option is
important. The current offering produces 38 hp
at 2,400 rpm and turns a single Bosch Rexroth
variable-displacement hydraulic pump, which
provides a maximum 22.4 gpm at 4,000 psi. The
optional 49-hp GM 1.6-liter water-cooled dualfuel engine is offered as a no-cost option only in
North America.
Nearly all service points can be found below
the high-swinging fiberglass cowlings. And if
you can’t reach something, the fixed cowling sections are designed to slip on and off
the machine. The cowlings’ steel framework
seems to provide adequate support for the
fiberglass skin.
Beyond the CPU, the remaining features of
the machine are less technical. Common to
modern aerial work platform design, the engine
swings out for servicing. Four-wheel drive is
standard, but there is no oscillating axle option
at this time.
The HB 44J has three drive ranges, one of

which is a differential-lock mode for maximum
traction. In this mode, the unit’s hydraulic drive
is taken from a series to a series-parallel hydraulic flow configuration. Changing drive modes
requires that the machine come to a complete
stop before the operator can shift from one
range to another. Haulotte feels this is a safety
feature to prevent the operator from accidentally bumping the range selector switch and doing
so would produce a pronounced deceleration.
Also note that foam-filled tires are standard.
The HB 44J’s boom assembly utilizes a single
hydraulically extended telescopic boom section. Large hockey puck-style slide/wear pads
are located on the bottom and sides of the
boom tubes. The pads can be adjusted from the
outside of the boom and are located for easy
inspection and replacement. The HB 40 family
is Haulotte’s first to use an external power track,
which features a simple, open design.
Note in the image at the top that Haulotte
has grouped the gas and hydraulic oil filler
spots together, which is usually a no-no, but
the addition of the flange that is bolted in place
over the oil cap should prevent fill mistakes
from happening. The 8-foot-long platform on
the Showcase unit is optional; the standard
is a 31"x70" and has 180° rotation. Rotation
speed can be adjusted via manual flow valves
located between the tip of the boom and the
platform mount.
Haulotte delivers a couple of mainstream
straight boom lifts that seem to adhere to the
company’s philosophy of being robust, reliable,
and easy-to-maintain.
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JLG 400S: More Than 30 Years in the Making

Nomenclature: 40-foot platform height; Straight boom

J

LG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., has
built more 40-foot boom lifts for longer
than any other company. In total, the company has delivered in excess of 40,000 40foot gas/propane or diesel-powered booms.
The Model 400S is actually JLG’s fifth-generation 40-foot boom, and along with its sister
machine, the 460SJ, which features a 6-foot articulating jib, they make up a powerful one-two
product punch. The 400S demonstrated at the
Boom Lift Showcase featured four-wheel drive
and an optional oscillating axle, a feature the
company pioneered back in 1981.
The 400S is a quick operating machine,
posting a swift 4.5-mph travel speed and
equally impressive lift and rotation speeds.
JLG is the only manufacturer to offer a dualcapacity load chart, which allows 500 pounds
of unlimited capacity and 1,000 pounds of
limited capacity. A 750-pound unlimited
capacity option is available as well. Platform
rotation of 180° is standard.
The 400S utilizes a simple two-section boom
and a basic inverted-style open steel power
track. A zinc-plated power track is available for
coastal areas at an additional cost. Pivot pins are
all nickel-plated.
Located on the side of the platform is JLG’s
hallmark inward swinging entry gate. Multifunction controls are set wider apart to allow
easier selection and limit accidental actuation
by gloved hands. Information like fuel level
and engine status are also present here. Other
platform features include a roto-molded
workstation, which provides a good place to

store small loose items. There is also a pair of
integral cup holders.
JLG’s ADE™ Advanced Design Electronics is
incorporated into every facet of the machine’s
controls. This all-encompassing microprocessor-based operating system is the nerve
center of the machine. A single CPU controls
everything from engine function and hydraulic
controls, as well as monitors the safety system of
the machine. ADE also has a sophisticated self
diagnostic system accessed via a small handheld analyzer. Technicians use the information
presented in the LED readout and can refer to
both print and online service manuals.
JLG is the only producer that does not have
a boom interlock. When the boom is off-level
more than 5°, the operator is visually and audibly
warned of the potential hazard, but operation
is not suspended. The drive system is an effi-

The roto-molded workstation encourages
platform organization.

The engine and all components are
side-mounted and reside under
large, sound-limiting, swing-up
fiberglass doors.

and
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cient closed-loop hydrostatic drive supplied by
Sauer Sundstrand. Power is distributed equally
through a pair of flow dividers. Bosch Rexroth
proportional valves are commanded by controls
produced by OEM Controls. Fairfield torque
hubs are utilized not only to provide superior
power to the drive wheels but also for the rotation of the superstructure. This planetary system
has an integral multi-disk brake.
The 400S’s engine and virtually every other
component are mounted on the side of the machine under fiberglass hoods. Currently, owners
can select one of three engine options, including
a four-cylinder, 82-hp GM Vortec water-cooled
gas/propane; a 50-hp Cat water-cooled; or the
49-hp Perkins 404C-22, which was installed in
the Showcase machine. For improved serviceability, the engine pivots out. The combination
of sound-baffling material fitted around the
ABS cover helps hold the engine noise to 70 dbi.
JLG has eliminated all but one grease point on
the machine.
As with all JLG products, the 400S can be fitted with any one of the Workstation in the Sky™
work platform tools. In addition to the 7,500watt SkyPower™ generator shown on this unit,
other options include the 250-amp SkyWelder™
welding packages complete with welding leads
strung into the boom, and the SkyCutter with
an on-board Miller Spectrum 375 CutMate™.
With the number of unique features and
optional accessories available on the 400S, it’s
no wonder that JLG continues to be a leader in
40-foot boom lift production.
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Skyjack SJ 45T: Delivering on Robustness

Nomenclature: Skyjack 40-foot main boom; 5-foot jib

OCM1-Control Module. However, the size of a
single cable required to support an analog-based
system would be too large and possibly too stiff
to work properly in the power track, so Skyjack
incorporated a pair of smaller cables to make it
easier to troubleshoot and cheaper to replace.
Smaller cables also are less likely to coil.
The utilization of a proven product like
Fairfield Manufacturing’s slewing drive with an
integral brake package is another great feature
on the SJ 45T. The same goes for the 180° Helac
basket rotation actuator, which is bolted to an
independent bracket to facilitate removal.
On the platform, the guardrails are modufrom the fuel fill point to lar and bolted together. If a piece is damaged,
help eliminate accidental the owner can simply remove it for repair or
replacement. The standard 36"x96" platform
contamination.
Powering the SJ 45T is utilizes side-swing gate access. Unrestricted
the standard 48-hp Deutz capacity is 500 pounds on the SJ 45T and 650
F3L-2011 oil-cooled en- pounds on the SJ 40T.
gine; a GM Vortec 3-liter
Supports underneath the platform floor form
gas engine is available as an a gradual V-shape to make the center higher.
option. The Deutz model This is designed to take the brunt of abuse
comes with a micropro- when the platforms are lowered or slammed
The Deutz diesel engine and all service points are wide open. cessor-based management onto the ground. The floor is constructed of
control system that moni- expanded metal.
tors
emission
standards
and provides engineuelph, Ontario-based Skyjack’s SJ 45T
Controls are conventional and straightforstatus
flash
codes.
and jib-less SJ 40T were designed with
ward. The right-hand single-axis joystick, supThe main lift cylinder is trunnion-mounted, plied by OEM Controls, is a contactless Hall-efreliability and easy service in mind. To
which
means the pins are captured with a col- fect design that utilizes a thumb rocker to control
meet these objectives, the company relar
that
is bolted into place. The cylinder pins steer. The OEM-supplied left-hand dual-axis
lies on robust and unique components.
can
be
removed
with a wrench, rather than a joystick operates the lift and rotation functions.
For example, the use of a differential drive is
sledgehammer.
To
facilitate lubing the axles, a A rheostat meters speed for all remaining toggle
unique to Skyjack. The steering axle is supplied
central
grease
bulkhead
has
by Dana Spicer and features limited slip, while
switch-controlled boom
been
provided
at
the
rear
of
the drive axle has a locking differential. Both
and platform functions.
are individually rated at 18,000 pounds capac- the boom.
A directional-sensing
Skyjack sticks with its
ity. Skyjack believes these axles offer superior
drive system passively
traction and are more robust than conventional analog control system as
orientates the drive so
hydraulic drive axles. The drive train is powered much as possible, which
the machine is always
by a single Sauer-Danfoss model KV38 two- typically means more wires
moving in the direcspeed hydraulic motor. Additionally, the SJ 45T than booms that utilize a
tion consistent with the
at the Boom Lift Showcase was fitted with the computer with digital comjoystick’s input no matmunication capabilities. To Bolted modular guard rails are
optional oscillating steer axle.
ter the position of the
Nearly all service points are located under keep the wires straight, Sky- easy to repair or replace.
superstructure.
the large 3/16-inch fiberglass hoods. The en- jack uses its standardized number and colorThe SJ 45T was the heaviest machine at the
gine swings out for easy backside service. To coded wiring system.
event (see chart on page 33). Its steel makeup,
A microprocessor in the upper controls is differential drive, and robust power track transeliminate the need to drain the hydraulic tank
when working on the hydraulic system, a main required to limit the number of wires required late into a lot of extra weight. But I’m sure being
shut-off valve isolates it from the entire system. in the boom to support a relay-based system. the lightest machine on the market was never
The oil filler is placed high and far enough away Skyjack turned to the proven OEM Controls one of the key design parameters.

G
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There’s a NEW name in Lift controls…

DeltaTech Controls has emerged as the
new name that is leading the way in
integrated control systems and operator
controls for the Aerial lift and Off-Road
vehicle markets. With hundreds of thousands
of field proven systems in operation today,
we bring both expertise and experience to
the world’s leading aerial lift OEM’s.
DeltaTech Controls offers a dedicated team for the aerial
lift market, with technical and application expertise specific
to the needs of your world. Our robust products are custom
designed and manufactured to meet the extreme rigors
of the rental and construction markets, resulting in more
machine uptime.

• New name
• Proven leader
• Ready to serve
Please visit us at
or at the

®

this month,

in March 2008 to see

how we can serve you.

deltatechcontrols.com
Americas + 1 952 403 7400

Europe + 49 30 43 999 0

Asia-Pacific + 852 2732 2720
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Snorkel TB42: A Real Workhorse

Nomenclature: Telescoping Boom; 42- foot platform height

T

he TB42 telescopic boom lift from
Snorkel, St. Joseph, Mo., first landed on
jobsites in 1977. Although the company
has not made any major changes to the
TB42 since its introduction, this workhorse
has experienced a series of subtle upgrades
over the years.
One such update was the new platform option Snorkel displayed at the Boom Lift Showcase. While some operators prefer a swing
gate and others a slide bar entry, Snorkel gives
operators the option of having both (see image at right) – plus the ability to enter at three
different places.
Snorkel was the only manufacturer at the
event to utilize a three-section boom. The
mid- and tip sections of the boom feature the
company’s hallmark extruded aluminum alloy construction. The use of aluminum alloy
allows the company to reduce the GVW of the
TB42 base model to a low 10,600 pounds by
incorporating a 30"x60" platform. If you opt
for the larger 30"x96" platform, an additional
960 pounds must be added to the chassis.
The three-section boom also translates into
an overall stowed length of 23'6" – the shortest
in its class. A seldom-mentioned fact about
the TB42 is that with just a little bit of extra
effort, three of these machines can be loaded
on a truck.
As you can see in the image at the top, the
power track is external and totally enclosed,
never exposing the internal track sections on
the top or bottom. Service and inspection are
and
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comes from a pair of large omni-directional
joysticks: One controlling drive and steer, and
the other controlling lift and rotate.
Moreover, Snorkel was also the first to use
visual cue directional arrows. These bright
yellow and blue arrows on the upper control
station and the chassis are clearly visible and
offer immediate directional orientation.
In addition to the standard TB42, Snorkel
offers a high-capacity model and a sister machine with a jib. The high-capacity TB42 offers 650- or 700-pounds unrestricted capacity,
depending on the platform size, and incorporates added ballast to achieve this rating. The
TB47J features a 5-foot jib, which extends the
platform height to 47 feet. A glazier package is
a popular option on the TB42.
Although the TB42 continues to be a
popular workhorse, the purchase of Snorkel
by the Tanfield Group gives the company
additional capital to do some long overdue
modernization. n

made simple, as the single piece side-panel
can be dropped by loosening a few bolts.
Engine placement on the TB42 is also
unique. It does not swing out like most current designs – but then again, it doesn’t need
to. Mounted in the center rear of the narrow
superstructure, it is easily accessed
from either side of the machine via
metal swing-up doors. The engine
location also adds for better stability, allowing it to replace some of
the counterweight. The radiator
is mounted at the rear and can be
reached simply by removing the
rear cover.
The Showcase machine was
equipped with a 65-hp Cummins
B33 diesel engine, which can be
swapped out with an optional Deutz Optional tri-entry platform features a swing gate and
air-cooled diesel or GMC-supplied slide bar entry.
gas engine at no extra charge. As
with all the units at the event, this
machine was equipped with an optional four-wheel drive system.
Snorkel was the first to utilize flow
and pressure compensating variableplacement pumps. It also has clung
to a proven relay-based electro/
hydraulic control system, which
utilizes HAWE-supplied valves that
are metered through tried-and-true
rheostat controls. The only microprocessor on the unit is the engine Engine and hydraulic service points are all quite
management system. Controls input accessible.
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Telehandler Tipover Prevention
Keep machines stable when the boom is completely
raised and fully retracted.

Nearly a third of all forklift accidents reported on
LiftandAccess.com in 2007 were tipovers.
Photo from the Franklin Press

I

By Katie Parrish

n 2007, Lift and Access reported on more than 115 aerial lift, crane, and
forklift accidents online and highlighted even more in print. Tipovers
made up 31 percent of the forklift accidents covered online, and while
the majority featured straight-mast machines, telehandler tipovers
continue to be a top concern for safety trainers and manufacturers.
One particular tipover occurs when the telehandler boom is completely
raised to the maximum boom angle and telescoped all the way in, or fully
retracted. Configuration of the boom, center of gravity, slope angle, travel
speed, and absence of a load all come into play in this type of tipover.
According to Lee Kramer, VP engineering for Xtreme Manufacturing, Las Vegas, Nev., the telehandler’s center of gravity does not change

Images courtesy of Jeff Stachowiak, Sunbelt Rentals

The image on the left shows the telehandler on level ground
and the CG near the rear of the machine. The image on the right
shows the machine tilted 10° and the CG behind the plumb line.
and
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when traveling, but it will change when the boom, forks, and load is repositioned. When the machine is traveling, the position of the machine
and the center of gravity will change with respect to the stability triangle,
which is in a fixed place, Kramer says. By raising the boom, the weight of
the boom moves back, and the position of the center of gravity changes.
“The most unstable condition occurs when the center of gravity is
nearest to the rear axle, which occurs when the boom is fully raised,
fully retracted, and not loaded,” he says. “By raising the boom and retracting it, the center of gravity moves back, and the machine is the
closest to the tip line.”
When the telehandler’s center of gravity is near the front of the stability triangle, there is plenty of lateral room for error, says Richard Stollery,
safety director for GAR Equipment, South Plainfield, N.J. “Once you get
your boom all the way up in the air – not telescoped but fully retracted –
and it’s above you, the center of gravity is way back in the stability triangle,”
he says. “It’s back probably to its furthest most point, so there is very little
room for mistakes.”
Telescopic boom lifts also face the same dangers when the boom is completely retracted, raised to the maximum angle, and the counterweight
and boom are aligned. “The counterweight is no longer working for you;
it’s working against you,” says Gary Riley, president of Aerial Platform &
Telehandler Training & Consulting, St. Louis, Mo.
He adds that the same point can be made with telehandlers. “Operators
think if they’ve got an 8,000- or 10,000-pound telehandler and no weight
on it, it is inherently more stable,” he says. “But as soon as you travel with
the boom unloaded at its maximum angle, you could drive backwards
and hit the brakes too quickly and increase your risk of a tipover.”
This type of tipover is more likely when the machine is backing away
on a slope. “Backing down a slope changes the position relative to the

PUTS HARD-TO-REACH
WITHIN REACH.

THE NEW TH255 SUPER COMPACT TELEHANDLER IS CAT TO THE CORE!
From placing pallets of masonry block to loading and unloading materials, the new Cat ® TH255 super compact
telehandler provides all the comfort, maneuverability and versatility you need when working in smaller spaces.
With more extended reach than skid steers or compact wheel loaders, this compact machine’s got 5,500 lb capacity
and up to 18 ft of lift height. And for added productivity, a universal coupling system is compatible with many skid
steer attachments. The TH255 is built with the quality and power you’ve come to expect from Cat. Contact your
Cat Dealer today or visit www.cat-telehandlers.com/construction1
www.cat.com

© 2008 Caterpillar. All rights reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos and “Caterpillar Yellow,” as well as
corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.
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stability triangle, and the momentum pulls the machine over on its side,”
Kramer says, using the phrase “rear-side turnover” to describe this type of
tipover. “The steeper the grade, the faster he’s going back,” he adds, which
increases the chances of tipping over.
To illustrate, Jeff Stachowiak, national safety director for Sunbelt Rentals, Fort Mill, S.C., supplied the images on page 44. These illustrations do
not represent any particular machine. The image on the left shows a gray
stability triangle turned up for illustration purposes. The triangle is bound
by the front axle coming to a point at the center of the rear axle.
The left image shows the telehandler on level ground without a load
and the center of gravity near the rear of the machine. The image on the
right shows the machine tilted backward 10°. “Note the center of gravity
is now behind the plumb line – gravity always pulls straight down,” Stachowiak says. “Therefore, the machine will tip over backwards.” He adds
that manufacturer’s load charts prescribe the machine to be on firm, flat,
level ground.

Operating for better stability

An operator’s consciousness of his surroundings and the telehandler’s
configuration are important for maintaining stability. Safety instructors
offer sound advice for keeping machines secure. Stollery says hitting frame
tilt or level is extremely dangerous when the boom is at the maximum
angle with minimum retraction. “Your chances for a tipover go through
the roof, and you’ve got a huge chance of losing whatever you have on
your forks, which can come down and hit someone,” he says. “If you’ve got
frame tilt, level the load before you put the boom up in the air.”
Operators also should be cognizant of how they are dropping off
loads at an elevated position. “I tell guys to put it in neutral and set the
brake before they put something in the elevated position,” Stollery says.
“I teach everyone to get in front of whatever you’ve got on your forks,
and if you’ve got outriggers, use them … shoot the boom up in the air,
drop off the load, bring it down fully, take off your emergency, put it
in drive, and go. But if you go on jobsites, do you ever see that? Maybe
once in awhile.”
Backing the machine to remove the forks from the pallet rather than repositioning the boom is also risky. “One or both rear wheels could go into
a hole off an edge or one rear heel can sink into the soil, and the machine
can tip over backwards or sideways if the boom is raised,” Stachowiak says.
One way to overcome this is by using a traversing boom telehandler.
Traveling with the boom raised in any fashion is hazardous. “It af-

Training on the
Stability Triangle

T

hrough training courses, telehandler operators
should be familiar with the principles of the stability triangle and the hazards of using telehandlers
on slopes. But without using a real machine to demonstrate, are they really getting it? Some trainers
say no and take a different approach to teaching the
stability triangle.
“What happens in training when instructors use
off-the-shelf training packages, there is a considerable difference between industrial mast forklifts
and
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Photo courtesy of Gary Riley, APTTC

Operators of the telehandler and boom lift in this image are
dangerously close to tipping over.

fects the center of gravity dramatically – especially when the machine
is empty or not carrying a load,” Stachowiak says. “The secret is getting
the boom down to the ground before traveling in all cases.”
Finally, manufacturers instill a number of safety- and stability-related
features to contribute overall safety and prevent overturns, such as ergonomic controls, load charts, and boom- and frame-angle indicators. But
more importantly, operators need to wear safety belts, and if a machine
does tip over, the operator needs to stay in the cab, which features rollover protection equipment designed to keep the operator safe.

Using rear-axle stabilizers

On telehandler models with lift heights exceeding 40 feet, several OEMs
provide rear-axle stabilizers (RAS) to enhance vehicle stability. Although
RAS systems differ, depending on the manufacturer, the most common
methods for enhancing stability include locking the rear axle to the frame
to prevent oscillation. Kramer says the RAS system converts the stability
triangle into a stability rectangle, and on Xtreme models, for example, it

and telehandlers, and the typical stability triangle
doesn’t deliver the more dynamic, multi-dimensional need a telehandler requires,”Riley says. “These
operators go through a training class, get their OSHA
1910.178 certification card, and still know very little
about a telehandler.”
In his training classes, Stollery says operators
tend to be more aware of AWP tipovers than telehandlers. “I hit the stability triangle pretty hard in
operator training,” he says, by pointing out where
the CG is throughout the lift and showing operators
where they are most vulnerable. “You can’t complicate the stability triangle,” he adds.
But telehandler training has the same struggles

as aerial lift training – illustrations are hard to grasp
for some operators. For example, Riley says operators
are expected to envision the black-and-white stability triangle illustration often used in training courses
as a real machine, then imagine the telehandler is
booming up and flipping it over. Instead, Riley follows the “learning by example” school and focuses
on accident photos and video presentations in his
instruction to better explain the stability triangle.
“When you finally educate operators on what
they are doing wrong, they’ll never do that again,”
Riley says. “If they don’t get the message, they’ll
go right back to their bad habits, and nobody’s
the wiser.”

locks the axle from oscillating by stepping on the service brake, applying The transmission doesn’t jump into low speed, and here they are, sporting
the parking brake and/or shifting into neutral. RAS also increases resis- this machine around with the boom in the air.” In a former position as a
tance and reduces the speed of rear-axle oscillation to reduce the effect of service manager for a rental company, Riley says it happened so often he
would have his mechanics look for a bypassed boom angle switch before
vehicle dynamics on stability.
Jack Kucksdorf, president of Kucksdorf Consulting, Random Lake, they would even work on the machine.
But the RAS system can be a deterrent if the operator is not entirely
Wis., told Lift and Access in late 2006 that current telehandler designs
use rigid beam axles with a front axle that is fixed to the frame via a sure how it works. Operators must be aware that when the RAS system
frame-sway cylinder.
kicks in, the axle will stay locked until the boom is lowered below a prede“This configuration provides a cost-effective solution to the techni- termined angle and the RAS is disabled. For example, an operator drives
cal challenge of telehandler requirements,” he says.
the telehandler onto a curb or other elevated surface,
“However, this design is somewhat unique within
lifts the boom, and later drives off. “He booms down,
construction equipment and, combined with the
and as soon as [the RAS is disabled], the axles unlock instantly,” Riley says. When the axle becomes
significant longitudinal weight transfer that occurs
unlocked, he says the machine will jostle and could
when vehicles are laden vs. unladen, can result in
cause the machine to drop the load. Note that some
stability performance that may not be intuitive to
models, such as Xtreme’s telehandlers, include a bythe operator. RAS systems assist the operator in
pass switch.
coping with this situation – often without the opMore than 30 percent of the forklift accidents
erator even being aware the system is active.”
reported by Lift and Access in 2007 were tipovers,
However, Riley says there are operators who will
and machine stability played a part in nearly every
bypass the boom angle switch because they think
one. Before stepping into the operator’s cab, review
the machine isn’t driving how it’s supposed to when
the features that help maintain stability, paying close
the boom is elevated. “What we’ve started seeing is
attention to the configuration of the boom, rear-axle
they take grease off the boom pin, and they’d wipe
stabilizers, and load charts. Take the time to underit on the proxy switches and stick a nickel or dime or The RAS system on this 10,000stand these features and use them appropriately. Dopenny over it,” he says. “That incorporates a new set pound Gehl engages when the
ing so can prevent a tipover and save lives. ■
of problems because now the axle doesn’t lock at all. boom angle is above 60°.

and
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Product Review

Telematics
Redefined

circuit will be logged into the system and displayed the next time the operating system is reviewed.
Another revolutionary feature is the ability to “ping” the machine
with JLG’s unique on-demand feature. This allows the machine’s operating system to be analyzed, which can often determine if there are
any issues that require attention. If, for example, a service call comes
in with the complaint that the unit will not travel in high speed, the
machine can be pinged, and the service technician can determine if
the problem is as simple as lowering the boom within the proper work
envelope to allow high-speed travel. However, if the error code indicates something requires an on-site visit, the technician can be better
prepared and bring the correct parts.
With the continued shortage of technicians, the ability to leverage
By Guy Ramsey
elematics systems for fleet owners are nothing new. In fact, many the knowledge of a centrally located senior advisor is intriguing. Workhave been adapted for use by equipment owners from other indus- ing through the connection, the advisor can look at a computer screen
tries. However, JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., has devel- from across the country and help diagnose the problem. Additionally,
oped the first “connected asset” system customized specifically for companies can opt to use JLG’s expertise in troubleshooting problems by
aerial work platforms. This system has yet to be trademarked and won’t allowing them to either join in on the same screen display or to “ping” the
be officially unveiled until ConExpo, but Lift and Access was given a pre- machine and determine the fault for them.
view of this cutting-edge product.
Another impressive feature of this system
JLG is embracing the term “connected
is its automatically interfacing troubleasset technology” because unlike other
shooting guide. When a specific fault
telematics systems, it has the ability to
code is investigated, a tab appears on the
remotely communicate with a machine,
computer diagnostic screen, which allows
which makes it possible to gather critiinstant access to a list of recommended
cal information and, with the support
troubleshooting steps and appropriate refof intelligent back-office systems, make
erence to the service manuals. These steps
informed decisions affecting the producare drawn from JLG’s historical service
tivity of machines.
database and automatically updated and
Some of the system’s key features are
ranked by usage.
on-demand diagnostics and troubleIncreased rental revenue is anshooting; preventive maintenance alerts
other benefit of the technology.
based on real-world operating conditions; Located behind the lower
The system can identify equipoperating system integration; theft deter- controls, the connected
ment use once it’s been called
rent and recovery; geo-fencing; and GPS asset module remotely
off-rent and determine if it has
location with mapping on various levels communicates with the
been used beyond contract. In
(local, regional, national).
addition, owners can also be
machine to gather critical
alerted when equipment goes
information.
Technicians can look at a
Features and benefits
beyond safe operating paramProven and developed in partnership with MasterTrak™ of Wood computer screen from across
eters, pinpointing safety issues
Dale, Ill., the telematics control unit (TCU) provides a two-way com- the country and help diagnose and identifying training needs.
munication link to the machine control system using satellite and the problem.
JLG’s telematics system will
cellular technology. Information is transmitted over the network to a be an available option beginning in June on all combustion engine
data center, where it is shared with appropriate users and displayed in boom lifts that utilize CANbus technology. Currently, this includes
various systems, including existing customer operating systems.
boom lifts sold worldwide that are 40 feet and taller, with the exception
The connected asset technology will help JLG customers lower the cost of the 150HAX. The TCU and associated hardware also will be retrofitof ownership and increase uptime. Recognizing that the health of the able on existing CANbus-equipped machines by authorized installers.
machine is vital to all aspects of operation, JLG’s connected asset technolAlthough the system cannot currently be fully utilized on all other JLG
ogy allows fleet owners the ability to not only manage the piece but also products, it has the ability to work as a more generic TCU. I was told the
recognize a problem prior to a failure. When a fault occurs, the fleet owner price for those will be competitive with existing products on the market.
can be alerted to a problem even before an end user knows it. This alarm JLG does intend to extend this technology to additional product families
function can be programmed to levels of urgency with appropriate notifi- based on customer demand.
cations transmitted to devices such as cell phones, PDAs, and computers.
While only the key features of this cutting-edge management tool were
For example, a limit switch malfunction or an overheating engine will discussed, the possibilities to utilize this system seem open-ended. To
alert the fleet owner immediately, while a simple open circuit on the travel fully appreciate all of its capabilities, check out the telematics system at
horn may not warrant a notification or service call. But the open horn JLG’s ConExpo booth in Las Vegas. ■

JLG Industries launches the first
connected asset system for AWPs.

T
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Product Review

Power Line Alert

Alarm system zaps high-voltage accidents in the field.

A

By Lucy Perry

ccidents that result from contact between equipment and high-voltage
lines are an issue throughout the
lifting and access industry. Though
sometimes these accidents end in fatalities,
financial loss is a more common result. A
system that warns the operator that he’s approaching power lines pays for itself when
that first accident is avoided. The goal of
avoiding human or financial loss for the user
is what prompted Made-SA to create the Sky
Mx™. Operating much like a backup alarm, it
is designed to alert the aerial work platform
operator if he’s near a power line.
An operational aid designed from the
same technology as the company’s SkyRadio™ system, Sky Mx enables detection of the
proximity of a high-voltage electric line in a
free field. It warns the operator via audible
signal and warning light when lifting equipment approaches a 15 kV medium-voltage
line at a distance of about 10 feet or a 50 kV
or higher line at a distance of about 17 feet.
“We install a sensor on each critical point
of the boom,” says Philippe Capon, commercial export sales manager for Made-SA, La
Farlede, France. “This sensor will detect the
proximity of the electric power line.” Once

Sky Mx sensors are installed on
each critical point on the boom.

the operator reaches a dangerous area, the
sensor will send a signal directly to the central
processing unit (CPU) of the Sky Mx. On the
SkyRadio, the signal was transmitted via an
antenna mounted on the roof of the cab.
“The operator will then be alerted, thanks
to the CPU’s buzzer,” says Capon. A small
remote can be attached to the operator’s belt,
the machine’s horn, or a special warning flashing lamp. Though the operator can judge for
himself whether he can safely continue movement of the machine, the system forces him to
pause and take note of the approaching power
line. As the machine gets closer to the power
line, the warning sounds more rapidly.

System details

Sky Mx™ is designed
to detect the proximity
of high-voltage electric
lines in the field,
protecting aerial lift
operators from financial loss and injury.
and
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In the detection of the electric field, the
wireless system runs on four sensors and a
CPU with an integrated antenna. Each sensor includes a radio transmitter/receiver
module, which communicates continuously
with the CPU. The SkyRadio CPU’s antenna
is mounted on the cab roof, and an internal
clock enables time-stamping of all the detection data. The user can scan a radio channel
to detect interference.

Sky Mx measures the electric field around
a medium- or high-voltage line and then, by
the analysis of this measurement, indicates the
no-go zone. The processing module continuously monitors the sensors to verify operation,
battery charge level, and various radio channels to avoid failure. It also ensures redundant
safety checks for the whole system.
Designed specifically for the North American market in conjunction with business partner USRadar, Matawan, N.J., the system adapts
to any machine. The CPU operates via 12- or
24-volt battery. Independent molded sensors
are housed in a waterproof compartment in
the vehicle. It operates in temperatures from
-4° F to 140° F. Its measurement precision is
± 6 inches from a 15-kV line in a free field and
without multiple fields, and ± 20 inches from
a 50-kV line.
“Every year, a lot of accidents happen due
to high voltage lines, generally resulting in
fatalities,” says Capon. “For each operator using equipment like aerial lifts, power lines are
a strong concern. Because this kind of accident
involves both human and financial loss, we developed the [Sky Mx] equipment to help these
working guys in their field operations.” ■

Come see us at CONEXPO 2008
in the Gold Lot, Booth G353.

Grove: The New RT540E
The RT540E is the latest addition to Grove’s rough-terrain product line. Advantages include a maximum lift capacity of
40 USt, a four-section boom reaching 102 ft in length, and a 45 ft offsettable telescopic swingaway extension. Other
features include an LMI with anti-two block system, dual-axis electronic joystick controls, and an all-steel cab.

www.mcgads.com/1176.
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Talent Merger
Broader appeal for tele-boom
crawlers draws greater product
availability.
By Guy Ramsey

F

or years, the supply of telescopic boom crawler cranes in North
America has been dominated by one manufacturer, but during
the last 18 months, buyers have been teased with announcements
from competitive manufacturers. For a quarter of a century
SpanDeck Inc., Franklin, Tenn., which builds the Mantis line of teleboom crawlers, has been the largest supplier of these specialty cranes
and has recently introduced a number of important new models itself.
Then about 18 months ago, Liebherr, Terex, and Link-Belt shared their
plans to join this niche market. And in October at the International
Construction & Utility Equipment Expo in Louisville, Ky., more versions on the concept were introduced.
Tele-boom crawlers merge the capability of a rough-terrain crane
with the mobility and stability of a crawler crane. While the market
has been stalled due in part
to price and availability, new
applications continue to
emerge, including power line,
pipeline, and water tank construction, as well as right-ofway, foundation, and retainer
wall or tie-back construction.
Recently Lift and Access
had a chance to see one of
the newcomers to the market
– Link-Belt’s TCC-450 – in
action. Purchased by Walsh
Construction, a Chicago, Ill.based general contracting,
construction management and
design-build firm, for work on
an interstate highway retaining wall project, the TCC-450
was selected specifically for its
low ground-bearing pressure.
Link-Belt Construction Equipment Co., Lexington, Ky., partnered
with sister company, Hitachi Sumitomo Construction Crane Co. (HSC),
to develop the 45-ton crane. It is a North American standards-compliant
version of HSC’s European model introduced in 2005. It features LinkBelt’s exclusive four-section box boom. A full-power boom with two
extension modes telescopes from 33 to 105 feet. The “B” mode extends
all three telescopic sections equally while “A” mode only extends the inner
mid-section, offering substantially increased capacities when working at
close radii. Capacity is 45 tons at an 8.2-foot radius and 33-foot boom
length. A 20-foot swing-away jib is optional.
and
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Compared to rough-terrain cranes, telescopic-boom crawlers feature
lower centers of gravity. The TCC-450’s lower track section is completely
sealed with hydraulically extendable side frames. Equipped with 32-inch,
triple grouser track pads, the crane can navigate terrain that a latticeboom crawler with flat pads cannot.
Power comes from a 197-hp Isuzu Tier 3-compliant diesel engine. The
HSC verion has already proved itself on jobsites worldwide with the same
hydraulic components found in Link-Belt’s highly touted HYLAB series.
It offers just over 11,000 pounds of line pull from the grooved drum main
winch that carries 18-mm wire rope. Optional equipment includes a rear
winch with an auxiliary lifting sheave. Line speed is 328 feet per minute.
The crane measures 40 feet long and 11'2" wide with the tracks extended.
But for transport, the tracks can be retracted to a width of 8'9". Fold-up cat
walks and a complete transport weight of 99,500 pounds make Link-Belt’s
tele-boom crawler a very roadable crane.

Retaining wall construction

Being track-driven – although often at painfully slow speeds of less
than 2 mph – telescopic boom crawler cranes are ideal for pick-and-carry
work. A less obvious – but perhaps more important – advantage to being
crawler-mounted is their ability to negotiate the most challenging terrain
and work where low ground-bearing pressure must be maintained.
Working with local Link-Belt dealer McAllister Equipment Co., Alsip, Ill., Walsh Construction identified the TCC-450 as the perfect machine for building retaining
walls, the first phase in a fiveWalls extend for several
year project to widen I-65
hundred feet along I-65
through Chicago. Construcwhere the Link-Belt
tion of the retaining walls will
TCC-450 is working. Once
allow for road elevations to
the pre-cast panels are in
be increased to match that
place, sand is back-filled
of the existing highway. The
and compacted to build
retaining walls are made of
up the road bed.
pre-engineered, pre-cast concrete panels and are brought
on-site to be assembled like
a giant jigsaw puzzle. In all,
5,000 panels will be needed
in order to complete 250,000
square feet of walls.
During this project, Walsh’s
TCC-450 often worked between the wall and the interstate, a task that a traditional
rough-terrain crane could
not do. Tight quarters would not have allowed space for a roughterrain crane’s outriggers to be set up, a configuration that was necessary in order to achieve enough capacity to handle the lifts. The largest
panels weigh as much as 7,000 pounds and must be set at radii up to
60 feet. Then there was the issue of ground pressure.
As the wall climbs in height, metal anchor straps are attached on the
backside and extend out perpendicular to the wall. These 6-inch-wide
straps can be as long as 20 feet and are made of corrugated metal.
They are notched every few inches to grip the soil they are sandwiched
between. Once they are attached to the back side of the wall section,

u Application
sand is dumped over them and then compacted. These straps provide production over what might have been achieved with a traditional
the only lateral stability for the walls. When Walsh’s crew needed to RT crane,” says Weathers. “The ability to move quickly has been a
work behind the wall on top of the sand and straps, they could not use huge advantage.”
a rubber-tire rough-terrain crane because it would have exerted too
The only complaint that was registered from Walsh’s crew was
much concentrated weight on the straps, potentially distorting them.
that McAllister Equipment hasn’t been able to come up with a
When unloaded, the TCC-450 applies only 8 pounds per square second unit, something that might take a while. According to Pat
inch and spreads the force more evenly than a crane with tires can. Collins, lattice crane product manager for Link-Belt, customer
The tele-boom crawler’s ability to move
demand for the crane has exceeded
through mountains of freshly dumped
the manufacturer’s expectations. The
sand only added to its favor with the
company plans to increase production
Walsh crew.
of the model this year.
Because the wall is built in sections, the
“As these units are accepted into gencrane needs to traverse up and down the
eral construction and bridge building,
side of the interstate at a fairly rapid rate.
the larger national rental houses and
Crane operator Bill James commented
contractors will move toward meeting
that production on the job was moving
this demand and add these units to their
quickly. His assessment of the TCC-450
fleets,” says Collins, who hints that the
is that it is simple to operate. He likes the
company could add three or four more
all-hydraulic, single-axis controls and foot
models to the lineup.
pedal drive operation.
If market demand is any indication,
Working with a crane that did not
North American buyers may finally get
require outriggers to be set at every lift
greater product availability from a valocation has made the job go quickly,
riety of sources. Talented multi-taskers,
a sentiment shared by the site’s general
telescopic-boom crawler cranes are
foreman, Alan Weathers. “The crane has A 20-foot swing-away jib is an optional feature of
certainly a niche product that is gaining
been a real life-saver, nearly doubling the Link-Belt’s 45-ton tele-boom crawler.
broader appeal. ■

www.rrtirecovers.com
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Geared Up for Your
Lift Parts & Support Needs

Authorized Parts Dealer for

877-254-0650
www.acmelift.com

Application

Floor-Loading
Solutions

Lightweight Hy-Brid scissor lifts provide answers
for weight-restricted jobsites.
By Katie Parrish

O

nce thought of as a niche machine,
Richfield, Wis.-based Custom Equipment’s Hy-Brid scissor lifts are rolling
onto mainstream projects. In eastern
Missouri, two companies are using Hy-Brid lifts
to meet specific needs, particularly on weightrestricted floors.

Rolling load limits

Traditionally used in computer rooms and
telecom facilities to distribute HVAC and
wiring, access floors have gradually moved
into office buildings, thanks to their long list
of benefits. A leader in manufacturing access
floor panels, Tate Access Floor provides panels
made of welded steel that are filled internally
with lightweight cement for strength and sound
proofing. Bick Group, a dealer for Tate Access
Floor, has provided access floor solutions since
the mid-1960s. Since converting a 49,000square-foot printing facility into its Gold-Level
LEED-certified headquarters in St. Louis, Mo.,
Bick Group is not only a distributor of access
floors but also a user.
Access floor panels are elevated to route
power, wiring, and ductwork underneath, and

they have a concentrated and a rolling load rating. For example, Tate’s CCN1000 access floor
panel can support a concentrated load of 800
pounds and a rolling load of 600 pounds.
A common question for Bick Group is which
aerial work platforms are light enough to travel
across access floor panels. “Invariably, it comes
up in every meeting, ‘What can we put on this
floor?’” says Rick Mahoney, project manager
and safety director for Bick Group. “You need a
lightweight machine to ride on our floors – the
lighter, the better.”
He says the Hy-Brid HB1030 scissor lift,
which weighs 1,200 pounds, was found to have
a rolling load of 300 pounds per wheel. This is
determined by dividing the total weight of the
machine by the number of wheels. The 1,650pound HB1430 has a rolling load of 412.5
pounds per wheel. By comparison, another
scissor lift with a similar platform height weighs
about 3,500 pounds and has a rolling load of 875
pounds. Both Hy-Brid machines are well below
the load rating of the Tate CCN1000 panel.
Mahoney says Custom Equipment’s Hy-Brid
scissor lifts are the only aerial work platforms he
is aware of that fit within the rolling load capabilities of Tate access floor panels.

The Custom Equipment Hy-Brid HB1030 scissor lift is light enough to ride over access
floor panels at Bick Group’s headquarters.
and
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Subcontractors on the St. Clare Health
Center project are required to use Hy-Brid
scissor lifts.

Seismic-zone restrictions

Structures in eastern Missouri follow earthquake construction parameters because of the
New Madrid fault line. Specifically, buildings
have weight limitations on concrete floors. On
the $230 million SSM St. Clare Health Center
construction job in Fenton, Mo., Alberici Constructors’ response to the floor-loading issues
on the hospital campus was simple: Use lighter
weight machines. Alberici specified that all subcontractors use either rolling baker scaffolds or
Custom Equipment’s Hy-Brid scissor lifts.
More than 50 of Midwest Aerials & Equipment’s 200 Custom Equipment Hy-Brid
HB1030 and HB1430 scissor lifts were used by
six different subcontractors at the peak of construction. “It’s not uncommon for 12 lifts to be
on one floor,” says Linda Weber, St. Louis sales
manager for Midwest Aerials & Equipment.
St. Clare Health Center is the second hospital
project for which Alberici has specked Custom
Equipment Hy-Brid scissor lifts. Not only are
these units lightweight, but James McGuirk Jr.,
project superintendent for Alberici Constructors, says these units access the site well and easily move through doorways. McGuirk says the
St. Clare Health Center is a LEAN Construction
job, and the overhead was roughed in before the
framing. Subcontractors are using the Hy-Brid
lifts to put in ceilings and finish the walls.
November 2008 is the projected end-date for
the hospital project, but McGuirk says they’ll
finish as soon as they can. LEAN Construction
can put them ahead of schedule if it’s done correctly, he adds. If history is any indication, the
job will likely finish early. Cardinal Glennon
Children’s Hospital – the other construction
project that Alberici specified Hy-Brid lifts –
finished three months ahead of schedule. ■
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Show Preview

Viva ConExpo

The largest construction tradeshow in the United States hits Las Vegas
for a week filled with new equipment and construction education.

A

n estimated 125,000 industry professionals from around the world are
expected to attend CONEXPO-CON/
AGG 2008 and the co-located IFPE
International Exposition for Power Transmission. The triennial show returns to Las Vegas,
Nev., March 11-15, 2008, and will display
more construction equipment in one place
than any other U.S. event.
For equipment owners and contractors of all
sizes, the show maintains its appeal. “As a fivetime attendee, I have met many contacts and
have purchased four cranes as a direct result,”
says Doug McLellan, president of Foothills
Crane Service, Red Deer, Alberta. “For a small

company that only has five machines currently,
this demonstrates the importance of a show
like CONEXPO-CON/AGG.”
The 2008 show packs in more than
2,000 exhibits, as well as more than
120 education sessions. A new safety
exhibit, The Safety Zone, also makes its debut
this year and will feature live demonstrations
and information resources. Exhibiting groups
include U.S. federal government organizations,
and the International Powered Access Federation (IPAF) will also be on hand with its Click
It! full-body harness campaign.
In addition, Maximum Capacity Media, publisher of Lift and Access, will host the first-ever

Products on Display
AERIALS

MEC Boom and Scissor Lifts

MEC Aerial Work Platforms (Booth
B-959) will display its first boom lift,
the 40-foot M40T; the 37-foot MEC
3773RT mid-size rough-terrain heavyduty scissor lift, which is driveable at
full working height and has an increased
platform capacity of 1,000 pounds; and
the 30-foot MEC 3072ES and 37-foot
3772ES electric scissor lifts, which are
also driveable at full height and feature
fully proportional drive and lift controls
and have a 60-square-foot work space.
www.mec-awp.com

Genie S-60 and S-65 Trax Boom Lifts

Genie Industries (Booth G-200) will introduce the S-60 and S-65
Trax boom lifts. The 60-foot Genie S-60 and 65-foot S-65 Trax telescopic booms feature fixed tracks designed with a set of four rubber
tracks – one for each wheel hub. The four-point track system allows
contractors to operate on a variety of difficult terrains, providing more
machine utilization opportunities.
www.genielift.com
and
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Construction Challenge 5K Run/Walk, sponsored by Terex Corporation. Held in cooperation with CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2008
Exposition, the event will be take place on
the morning of March 13 and will benefit the AEM Construction Challenge.
The Construction Challenge Cup, sponsored by
Manitowoc, will be awarded to the organization
that has the most participants in the event.
For more information about this event or to
register, go to www.constructchallengerun.com.
Additional sponsorships are available. Details
can be obtained by contacting Publisher Guy
Ramsey at gramsey@maxcapmedia.com or
480-595-2772.

UpRight TL37 and TL49K Trailer-Mounted Aerials
UpRight (Booth G-117) will display its
new range of articulating trailer-mounted
aerial lifts, which were unveiled at The
Rental Show: the 37-foot TL37 and the 49foot TL49K. The TL37 has a stable in-line
boom and features hydraulic outriggers,
jib and powered cage rotation as standard.
The TL49K boasts heavy-duty booms and
again is simple and easy to maintain, with
good specification and a wide variety of
power options, including bi-energy.
www.upright.com

Bil-Jax X-Booms

The new 36XT and 45XA self-propelled X-Booms from Bil-Jax (Booth
S-8417) will make their debut in 2008. The 36XT telescopic boom lift
features a platform height of 36 feet and a 32-foot maximum outreach.
Weighing in at 4,900 pounds, operators
can transport the 36XT on a trailer with
a medium-duty SUV or truck. The 45XA
articulating boom has a 45-foot platform
height and a 27-foot maximum outreach.
The weight of the 45XA is less than 4,580
pounds. Both X-Booms require no commercial driver’s license for towing.
www.biljax.com

Experience the
Progress.
Experience the Progress with Liebherr:
The crawler cranes are convincing by their
manoeuvrability, performance and safety.
Advanced Technologies are our Business.

The Group
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Liebherr Cranes, Inc.
4100 Chestnut Avenue, Newport News,
VA 23607-2420, USA
Tel.: (757) 928-2505
Fax: (757) 928-2517
www.liebherr.com

u Show

Preview

AERIALS continued

Custom Equipment Hy-Brid Scissor Lifts

Custom Equipment (Booth B-955) plans to show
its Hy-Brid HB1030 and HB1430 scissor lifts. First introduced in 2007, the 14-foot-tall HB1430 weighs in at
1,650 pounds with a rated load capacity of 670 pounds.
The machine includes a two-person 25"x60" platform
with a 30-inch slide-out deck extension. Entry is made
easy with the HB1430’s 27-inch lowered platform height.
The fully proportional dual wheel electric-drive system with fully proportional electric steering provides for quiet operation and maneuverability.
www.hybridlifts.com

Snorkel Aerial Work Platforms

Snorkel International (Booth G-117) will unveil eight new U.S.-built
models, including an electric scissor lift, mast and articulated boom lifts,
and rough-terrain vertical lifts. Models include the 32'8" S2633 ultra-narrow scissor lift, the Speed Level SR3084SL and SR2684SL rough-terrain
vertical lifts, the TM12 mast lift, AB38N and AB38W self-propelled
booms, MB2639J mast boom lift, and the M2032J lift.
www.snorkelusa.com

CRANES
Elliott Equipment 40105 Boom
Trucks

Elliott Equipment (Booth G-248)
will feature five machines, including
its largest offering, the 40-ton, 105-foot
40105 boom truck, which is rated at the
industry standard 8-foot radius. Also
on display will be the 70-foot-tall Skywalk 70, an aerial work platform that
has an extended platform for up to three people and is designed for applications like overhead sign maintenance.
www.elliottequip.com

Linden Comansa America Flat-Top Tower Cranes

Linden Comansa America (Booth G-380) will be displaying its
21LC550 and 5LC5211 modular flat-top tower cranes, which can be
erected using a standard system of modules. With the elimination of
the “traditional” cat-head and pendant lines, the Linden Comansa flat
tops have many advantages, including the simple and safe erection of
small, light individual modules. Components can be erected directly
from truck to crane with no double handling. Linden Comansa has
developed the modular concept into its 2100 Series, 1000 Series, 500
Series, and Luffing Series.
www.lcacranes.com

Manitowoc Cranes

Manitowoc (Booth G-353) will
have 12 cranes on display, 10 of which
are new additions. Cranes include
the Grove GMK5225 and GMK5115
all-terrain cranes; the new Grove
TM500E-2 and TMS9000E truck cranes;
and the Grove YB4409-2 industrial crane.
and
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Reachmaster Track-Mounted Aerials

ReachMaster (Booth RP-30001) is the exclusive distributor for Italian
manufacturer Hinowa S.p.a. and will display the Hinowa LightLift 37foot-tall LL46 and 57-foot LL63 compact track-based aerial lifts, which
have a maximum outreach of 22 feet, dual power supply, and are designed
to be low maintenance. Access is available through a single door, and the
lifts can be used both indoors and outdoors. The aerial lifts are lightweight
and can be transported on a standard pickup or trailer. The lifts also are
now available with diesel.
www.reachmaster.com

Braviisol Leonardo Aerial Lift

Braviisol D.M. srl (Booth B-960) will exhibit
its 9'6" tall Leonardo aerial lift, which will feature a larger entry step and a loading capacity of
397 pounds. The unit measures 30"x48"x66.5"
and weighs less than 1,000 pounds, allowing it
to pass through doorways and load into a small
van for easy transport.
www.braviisol.com
The Grove RT540E rough-terrain crane will make its U.S. debut, as will
the Manitowoc Model 14000 crawler crane. Other new models include
the National 1400A boom truck, Potain MDT 268 topless tower crane,
Potain Igo T85 self-erecting crane, the Shuttlelift 3339 industrial crane,
and National 900H boom truck.
www.manitowoc.com

Boecker USA AHK 30/1400 Trailer Crane

An aluminum trailer crane from Boecker
America (Booth B-974) represents a new
alternative to the standard truck crane. The
AHK 30/1400 has a maximum lift capacity of
3,000 pounds and operates with a lift height
of 98 feet. The lightweight crane is designed
for tight spaces and a self-propelled feature
simplifies positioning. Because of the variable
support system, it can be adapted to the site
conditions. The control system monitors the
position of each support and automatically
calculates the swivel range.
www.boeckeramericas.com

Manitex Truck-Mounted Cranes

Manitex Inc. (Booth G-330) will
display its newest product offerings,
including the 50-ton capacity 50112S
boom truck with a 110-foot boom
and a maximum tip height of 164
feet with the added telescopic jib; the
30-ton 30112S S-style boom lift with
a ride-around operator station and a 168-foot maximum tip height with
optional telescopic jib; the 35-ton 35124C traditional-style boom truck
with a 166-foot maximum tip height; the 30-ton 30102C boom truck;

VISIT US AT THE RENTAL SHOW – BOOTH #4125

A NEW ANGLE ON

SAVING TIME
Load Easier. Leave Faster.
Load your equipment on the Terex® HFT 70RS and be on your way in less time. The ramp’s
ultra-low 6° break-over angle lets you load most low-ground clearance machines with ease.
It’s also backed by 50 years of trailer-building experience as well as the unmatched Genie
warranty, parts availability and 24-hour support.
With tough-gripping starburst decking and multiple tie-down options, the HFT 70RS is
simple to load and go — turning a time-consuming challenge into a quick, efficient task.

Low 6º
Break-Over Angle

Tough-Gripping
Starburst Decking

Large-Capacity
Flip-Tail

It won’t just change the way you load equipment ... it could change the way you do business.

Find out more:

Multiple
Tie-Down Options

s #ALL YOUR 'ENIE SALES REPRESENTATIVE
s 6ISIT www.genieindustries.com/HFT70RS
s #ALL 888-428-6272 Code: HFT70
All rights are reserved. Terex® is a registered trademark of the Terex Corporation in the U.S.A. and many
other countries. Genie® is registered trademark of Genie Industries, Inc. in the U.S.A. and many other
countries. Genie is a Terex Company. © 2008 Terex Corporation.
and
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CRANES continued
the SC97 aerial lift with an 81-foot boom for lifting applications and a
two-person self-leveling platform with a platform height of 91 feet.
www.manitex.com

C4 Mini Cranes

C4 Cranes (Booth RL-41030) will display
three Jekko mini cranes. Featuring a 3'8" width,
a 38-foot boom, and optional 12-foot hydraulic
luffing jib, the Model 500 will allow the operator to place 1,200 pounds up to 50 feet in the
air. Model 265, which has a glass manipulator
on the boom, will also be on display, as will the
Model 360, which has the optional personnel
basket. All models are ASME B30.5 certified.
www.c4cranes.com

Terex Cranes

Terex Cranes (Booth G-200) will display several cranes at ConExpo,
including its Terex American HC230 crawler crane, which features a
maximum boom length of 240 feet with a 77-inch hammerhead tip to 270
feet with a 77-inch or 92-inch offset tip; the Terex Comedil 230-foot CTT
231/10 tower crane with a 2.3-ton capacity at the tip; the Terex Demag
110-ton, four-axle AC100/4 all-terrain crane with a 164-foot, five-section
boom; the 47,000-pound capacity BT 4792 boom truck; and 120-ton capacity RT 1120 rough-terrain crane.
www.terex-cranes.com

Tadano AT, Truck, and Boom Truck Models

Tadano America Corp. (Booth G-328) will feature the GT-900XL-1, a
90-ton truck crane with a five-section, 144-foot telescopic boom, and two
all-terrain cranes: the 55-ton ATF-50G-3 with a 131-foot boom and the
100-ton ATF-90G-4 four-axle crane.
Also making its debut is the 35-ton TM-35100 boom truck, which
features a four-section, round-box boom that extends to 100 feet. It is
equipped with a two-stage, lattice jib measuring 28 to 50 feet and offsets at

TELEHANDLERS
Manitou Heavy-Duty Units

Manitou North America (Booth
G-195) will introduce the 36,000pound MHT 10160 and 46,000pound MHT 10210 telehandlers. The
MHT 10160 features a 15,430-pound
capacity at 31'10" maximum lift
height and 9,260 pounds at its maximum forward reach of 18 feet. The
MHT 10210 has a capacity of 28,600 pounds at its maximum lift height of
31'8" and 11,000-pound capacity at its 19-foot forward reach.
www.us.manitou.com

Xtreme Telehandlers, EZ Loader, and Wash System

At ConExpo, Xtreme Manufacturing (Booth G-147) will exhibit its
family of telehandlers, ranging from 5,000- to 12,000-pound capacities
and lift heights from 19 to 67 feet. This includes the 12,000-pound, 67-foot
XRM 1267, the 2007 LLEAP Award Gold Winner for Material Handlers.
and
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5°, 25°, and 45°. Other features include a twin swing
system for free swing or
locked operation; foot
controls for elevation, telescope, and engine throttle;
multi-span outriggers, and Tadano’s AML-LII load moment indicator.
www.tadanoamerica.com

Liebherr LTR 1100 Telescopic Crawler Crane

Liebherr Cranes (Booth G-370) will display three mobile cranes, two
tower cranes, and two crawler cranes, including the 110-ton LTR 1100
telescopic crawler crane. This machine has a 170-foot telescopic boom and
a hybrid design, uniting the advantages of a telescopic crane and those of
conventional crawler cranes. Driven by a Liebherr four-cylinder diesel engine with an output of 197 hp at 1,800 rpm, the crane features winches that
afford a high rope tension of 88 kN, thereby ensuring fast work cycles.
www.liebherr.com

Maeda Mini Crawlers

Maeda USA LLC (Booth G-277) will
introduce four models of mini-crawler
cranes to North and South America.
The compact 3.1-ton MC285C with a
28-foot boom and 30-inch travel width
for indoor use will be on display. Also
exhibited will be the MC305C, which
has a 3.3-ton capacity and a 41-foot
boom, and the MC405C, which has a capacity rating of 4.2 tons and a
54-foot boom. All have diesel or diesel/electric power versions available; a
remote control is standard.
Additionally, the 5.4-ton LC785 telescopic boom crawler will be on
display. With a 51-foot boom and near zero tail swing, this model is
similar to a mini-excavator, except equipped with a telescopic boom
instead of a digging arm.
www.maedausa.com
Xtreme also will demonstrate the 18,000pound capacity EZ Loader 18M custom-built
delivery truck, which boasts a low bed height,
fast loading, and simple operation, and the XT
range of rough-terrain straight-mast forklifts
with capacities from 6,000 to 12,000 pounds
and lift heights from 21 to 30 feet.
Xtreme’s newest product on display will be
the self-contained Xtreme Wash System. The
completely enclosed equipment wash system
is portable, has no water disposal issues, and
features a pressure washer filtration system.
www.xtrememanufacturing.com

CareLift Zoom Boom ZB12032 Telehandler

With a capacity of 12,000 pounds and a lift height of 32 feet, CareLift
Equipment’s (Booth G-300) Zoom Boom ZB12032 telehandler retains
the same design and rugged features of other Zoom Boom models, which

Case Telescopic Handlers

Case Construction Equipment
(Booth N-1609) will feature three
new telescopic handlers: the TX742,
TX842, and TX945 models. Both the
6,600-pound capacity TX742 and the
8,000-pound capacity TX842 feature
a maximum lift height of 42 feet, while the 9,000-pound capacity TX945
has a maximum lift height of 45 feet. The TX742 and TX842 offer a forward reach of 29 feet, and the TX945 has a forward reach of 31 feet. All
three units feature operating weights between 22,700 and 27,800 pounds.
www.casece.com

Pettibone T1157 Telehandler

Pettibone (Booth G-259) will display the 11,000-pound capacity
Traverse Series T1157 telehandler, which features a 57-foot lift height
and 70 inches of horizontal boom travel. The unit is equipped with
frame-mounted outriggers and trunnion-mounted sway cylinders.

CRANE Dec. 06

Pettibone is taking orders now; the unit will be
available the second quarter of 2008.
www.gopettibone.com

Genie Industries GTH-5519 Telehandler

Genie Industries (Booth G-200) will introduce the redesigned 5,500pound capacity GTH-5519 telehandler, which has been re-engineered to
improve machine performance and serviceability while keeping it affordable and simple to use. Enhancements include a new comfortable cab,
increased load capacity at maximum reach, new engine options, and an
easy-to-service hydraulic system and engine compartment.
www.genielift.com

JLG G5-18A Telehandler

JLG Industries (Booth G-170, S-813)
introduces its 5,500-pound capacity
G5-18A compact telehandler. Built in
Shippensburg, Pa., this unit measures
146 inches long and 71 inches wide. At
77 inches tall, the G5-18A can work in
parking garages and on multi-story sites. The G5-18A features an 1,850pound capacity at its 11-foot maximum reach and 18-foot maximum
boom height. This machine comes with three steering modes: four-wheel,
four-wheel crab, and two-wheel. Its 126-inch turning radius allows for use
in confined spaces.
www.jlg.com
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are built to maximize job performance and productivity. Features include
a Cummins QSB4.5C 110 turbocharged diesel, Dana T20000 3-speed
transmission, Dana 213 axles, and a 10,000-pound pipe grappler. The
ZB12032 is designed specifically for pipe handling operation, pole yards,
public utilities, and precast plants.
www.carelift.com
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TRAILERS

ATTACHMENTS AND ACCESSORIES

Landoll 900 Series Traveling
Tail Trailer

The Crosby Group

Model 930B-51-15 in Landoll’s
(Booth S-758) 900 Series Traveling
Trailers will be on display. Manufactured with a double drop option
that lowers the deck by 8 inches for
hauling taller equipment, the 900 Series features one simplified hydraulic
control for three hydraulic operations. The design eliminates hydraulic
lines, hinges, and pins behind the tail. Available in either tandem or triple
axle, the 900 Series is available with 12-, 14- or 15-foot tail lengths. A load
angle as low as 11° is possible with the 15-foot tail.
www.landoll.com

Fontaine Renegade LXL Trailer

Fontaine Trailer (Booth B-940) will introduce the Renegade™ LXL
lowbed trailer, which boasts a 14-inch deck height with 5 inches of ground
clearance. The trailer is loaded with standard features, including a 100 KSI
minimum yield steel main beam flanges with 50,000-pound webs; fifth
wheel guide rollers on the gooseneck; aluminum fenders at the rear of the
gooseneck; and LED lights.
www.fontainetrailer.com

Kalyn Siebert Transport Trailer

Kalyn Siebert (S-19315) will display its updated 13-axle Siebert heavy
transport trailer. The company has redesigned the gooseneck to a scraper
style for more stability, and the far-back booster pivot point allows tracking while being pulled around curves, as opposed to pivot points farther
forward that will
trail to the inside,
pushing the trailer.
West Coast type
suspension ensures
equalization of loads
at each axle. Horizontal four-pin design at the rear of the deck allows the
deck and rear sections to be shimmed, adjusting the ground clearance.
www.kalyntx.com

The Crosby Group (Booth C-4455) will display the Vitalife 400 wire rope lubricant, which penetrates to the core and
lubricates every strand. It provides inner-strand preservation
and lubricity while allowing for visual inspection of the rope.
Vitalife 400 reduces friction between the strands of the wire
rope and extends rope life. The product also adheres to the
surface of strands, forming an outer film to provide corrosive protection.
www.thecrosbygroup.com

Golight Lighting Solutions

Golight (Booth S-12633), manufacturer of remote-controlled and
handheld lighting solutions, offers the bright beam of light, which is designed for stormy roadside emergencies and late-night jobsite application
needs. Wireless or hardwired remote controls can rotate the light 370° of
rotation and tilt it 135° for coverage in every direction.
www.golight.com

CM Industrial Products Lodelok Lifting Attachments

CM Industrial Products (Booth S-11155), will show selflocking Lodelok attachments, designed for use with Grade 80
or Grade 100 chain, synthetics, or wire rope. The hooks have
integral grip pads forged into the body and a latch designed
for easy use even when a worker is wearing gloves. Units
are available in sizes from 9/32-inch through 5/8-inch and
capacities from 4,300 pounds up to 22,600 pounds.
www.cmforge.com

RUD Chain Lifting Points

RUD Chain (Booth C-4454) has developed
the PowerPoint®-Generation to meet demands
for universal connection. The pink hook has the
ability to pivot in any direction, allowing all common sling types to be attached without additional
hardware. The design allows for jerk-free turning and prevents the lifting
points, as well as the load, from being damaged.
www.rud.com

Additional ConExpo Exhibitors
Company
Booth Number
Altec Industries............................................... G-270
Arrow Material Handling Products................................ B-903
Arnco...........................................................................C-4457
AUSA............................................................... G-334
Bobcat Co...................................................................... G-100
Bridgestone Firestone................................................. N-2301
Broderson Manufacturing Corp..................................... G-127
Carraro Spa................................................................S-12615
Caterpillar...........................................G-140, N-2007
Caterpillar Industrial Power Systems..........................S-15927
CICB.............................................................. N-2102
Cranesmart Systems..................................................... G-193
Cummins....................................................................S-16013
Dana Corp..................................................................S-16313
DeltaTech Controls....................................... H-27011
Deutz Corp.................................................................S-16538
Fabco Power...................................................C-4439
Gehl Co.......................................................... N-2601
and
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Company
Booth Number
Haulotte Group................................................ G-236
Heila Truck Loaders – Italmec Manlifts........................C-7107
Hiab.........................................................................RL-45013
Hydra Platforms Mfg........................................ G-324
Iowa Mold Tooling..............................N-2141, S-8007, S-813
IronPlanet....................................................................C-5522
JCB................................................................................ G-160
John Deere Power Systems............................S-17213
Joseph Industries.........................................S-17530
Kobelco Cranes North America...................................... G-320
Lewis Equipment Co...................................................... B-944
Lift and Access / Crane Hot Line................................. G-310
Load Systems International.......................................... G-196
Loegering......................................................C-5796
Made SA.................................................................... H-24028
Mantis Cranes............................................................... B-935
Michelin North America.................................N-2763, S-9755
Mustang Manufacturing................................ N-2741

Company
Booth Number
NCCCO..........................................................................L-3102
New Holland Construction............................................ G-120
OMNEX Control Systems...............................................C-4259
Palfinger North America................................................S-610
Palmer Johnson Power Systems.....................S-18008
Perkins Engine...........................................................S-15927
Rayco-Wylie Systems.................................................... B-950
Sany Heavy Industry Co...................................S-19011, S-634
Sellick Equipment Ltd................................................... B-924
Senarc Systems........................................................... N-1300
Skyjack........................................................... B-958
Trail Eze Trailers............................................................. G-278
Trail King Industries...................................................... G-175
Tribco...........................................................................C-4356
Tulsa Winch Group........................................... C-6313, G-314
Volvo Construction Equipment.........................G-134, N-2509
ZF Industries................................................S-16039
*Lift and Access supporters in bold

WireCo WorldGroup Lifting Solutions

WireCo WorldGroup (Booth C-4459), a leader in
manufacturing, engineering and distributing wire rope,
wire rope assemblies, high carbon wire, and electromechanical cable, will feature its products, which include the
CASAR, Union, MacWhyte, Camesa and Wireline Works brands.
www.wirecoworldgroup.com

Hirschmann iVISOR mentor QVGA LMI

Hirschmann Automation and Control (PAT) (Booth
G-335) has introduced the iVISOR mentor QVGA
load moment indicator for mobile cranes. The iVISOR
mentor QVGA provides the operator with a 320x240pixel graphic display of the crane and the current load
and geometric information, including the actual and allowable load,
boom length, boom angle, and load radius. The display also includes an
integrated bar graph that provides the operator with information on the
crane’s utilization.
www.hirschmann-usa.com

Hawe Hydraulics Mobile Application Components

Hawe Hydraulics (Booth S-14249) will showcase its line of rugged hydraulic components
for mobile applications, such as its variabledisplacement axial-piston pumps, proportional
directional spool valves, over-center valves, and
programmable logical valve controls (PLVC). All
hydraulic components are manufactured from
steel and designed to handle pressures to 6,000 psi, thus allowing system
components to be compact and flexible in a variety of applications.
www.hawehydraulics.com

Bridon Wire Rope

Bridon (Booth C-4027) will display a variety of its high-performance
and general purpose crane and industrial ropes, including the low-rotation
Dyform® 34LR product line. Technical experts will be available to answer
wire rope and crane rope application questions. A sample of the recordsetting Big Hydra, the world’s largest wire rope, will also be on hand. The

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
AEMP and AEMP Foundation

AEMP (Booth L-3217) will place a particular emphasis on pending
changes in emissions standards and regulations. The organization will
sponsor a number of classes, including “The Equipment Triangle View
of Asset Management,” “Equipment Management: Taking It to the Next
Level,” and “Getting the Most Out of Your Equipment at Disposal.” It also
will offer its Certified Equipment Manager exam on March 12 from 8:00
a.m. to noon.
www.aemp.org

AEM Safety and Training Videos

The Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM) (Booth L-3218)
will promote safety consciousness with a series of machinery safety videos

single piece was 4,000 meters in length, measured
5-1/2-inch in diameter, and weighed in at 340 metric tons.
www.bridonamerican.com

Rota Engineering Linear Transducer Package

Rota Engineering’s (Booth S-15232) model LA is the latest Hall-effect
technology linear transducer designed specifically for the mobile hydraulic cylinder market. The LA was designed to have the smallest footprint
possible so the critical pin-to-pin dimension of existing cylinders would
not be required to change. Rota Engineering designs
and manufactures linear transducers
for tough applications and has voltage,
current, PWM and CANBUS output options.
www.rota-eng.com

Orlaco Crane Cameras

Orlaco Crane Cam’s (Booth B-953) crane cameras
and monitor system offers 216x zoom ratio, 18x
optical zoom, and 12x digital zoom, allowing the
crane operator to clearly see the rigger’s signals. In
addition to these features, the anti-glare polarizer,
dry nitrogen-filled camera; which prevents fogging of the glass, night vision, and dimming sensor
allow for a crystal clear picture on the monitor in
dark and overly bright conditions. Features include chemically hardened lens glass that is seven times stronger than ordinary glass, with a
scratchproof surface for durability.
www.orlaco.com

HBC-radiomatic technos Transmitter

HBC-radiomatic (Booth G-122) offers the
technos transmitter. Its newly developed integrated LCD allows users to view system data,
such as battery level, or plant-specific feedback
data, such as crane loading or wind speed. The
display is ergonomically positioned at an angle
so all information is available at a glance. technos is available with two multi-step or analog joysticks or with six analog
linear levers.
www.hbc-usa.com
and manuals. The AEM safety videos and manuals present safety dos and
don’ts in an easy-to-follow format, providing a cost-effective way to provide safety training for in-house safety programs.
www.aem.org

Qualcomm GlobalTRACS Lite Equipment Management System

Qualcomm (Booth S-10921) has announced the commercial availability of its GlobalTRACS® Lite equipment management system, which
provides actionable, operational, and location information with management applications. The system includes proactive theft-prevention and
recovery features, such as a backup battery to alert if the power is cut and
an engine-start curfew alert to monitor unauthorized use of equipment.
Fleet managers can use the new system as a standalone solution, or it can
be combined with the GlobalTRACS equipment management system. ■
www.qualcomm.com
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Advertiser INDEX
UPFRONT

MARKETPLACE

Acme Lift Co.

(877) 254-0650

www.acmelift.com

55

Access Platform

(909) 923-9444

www.accessplatform.com

68

Aichi USA

(410) 590-1134

www.aichiusa.com

47

Acme Lift Co.

(877) 254-0650

www.acmelift.com

75

ALPS Wire Rope Corp.

(630) 893-3888

www.alpswirerope.com

63

Alexander Equipment Rental

(815) 933-2122

www.aerialliftequipment.com

77

Altec Industries

(866) 966-2969

www.altec.com

2

Coast 2 Coast Equipment

(800) 361-8949

www.coast2coastequipment.com

79

Bil-Jax

(800) 537-0540

www.biljax.com

49

Golight

(800) 557-0098

www.golight.com

83

Braviisol

+39.071.7819090

www.braviisol.com

25

High Lift Wholesale

(800) 888-4884

www.highliftwholesale.com

72

Caterpillar

(309) 675-1000

www.cat-telehandlers.com

45

Illinois Truck & Equipment

(800) 941-2133

www.iltruck.com

78

Custom Equipment Inc.

(866) 334-0756

www.hybridlifts.com

16

Inquipco

(800) 598-3465

www.inquipco.com

80

Dealer Alliance Corp.

(866) 591-5438

www.aeriallifts.net

15

Joseph Industries

(800) 321-9983

www.joseph.com

79

DeltaTech Controls

(952) 403-7400

www.deltatechcontrols.com

41

Kinematics

(623) 780-8944

www.kinematicsmfg.com

73

Elliott Equipment Company

(402) 592-4500

www.elliottequip.com

22

MCS Industrial Electronics

(928) 775-4918

www.mcsindustrial.com

69

Gehl Co.

(262) 334-9461

www.gehl.com

29

Mid Country Machinery, Inc.

(800) 206-5936

www.midcountrymachinery.com

78

Genie Industries

(888) 428-6272

www.genieindustries.com

Miller’s Equipment

(304) 736-4800

www.millersequipment.com

79

Genie Industries

(800) 536-1800

www.genieindustries.com/HFT70RS

61

National Lift Equipment

(800) 424-7625

www.nleq.com

67

Hawe Hydraulics

(704) 509-1599

www.hawehydraulics.com

43

Polygon Co.

(800) 918-9261

www.polygoncompany.com

77

Haulotte USA

(877) HAULOTTE

www.haulotte-usa.com

19

Reachmaster

(866) 358-7088

www.reachmaster.com

76

JLG Industries

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/supercompact4

RMI Corp.

(800) 252-5011

www.rmiusa.com

71

Liebherr

(757) 928-2505

www.liebherr.com

59

Sauber Manufacturing Co.

(800) 323-9147

www.saubermfg.com

80

Loegering

(800) 373-5441

www.qtstracks.com

39

SC&RA

(703) 698-0291

www.scranet.org

74

Manitex

(512) 942-3000

www.manitex.com

27

WEB Equipment

(800) 225-3858

www.webequipment.com

70

Manitou North America

(800) 433-3304

www.manitou-na.com

13

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Manitowoc Crane Group

(920) 684-4410

www.mcgads.com/1161

51

CareLift Dealer Listings

(519) 648-2282

www.carelift.com

82-83

MEC Aerial Work Platforms

(877) 632-5438

www.mecawp.com

Gehl Dealer Listings

(262) 334-9461

www.gehl.com

86-87

Mustang

(800) 562-5870

www.mustangmfg.com

Gradall Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/gradall14

81

National Lift Equipment

(800) 424-7625

www.nleq.com

8

JLG Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/jlgtele8

85

Pettibone

(800) 467-3884

www.gopettibone.com

3

Lull Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/lull13

89

R&R Tire

(970) 226-4082

www.rrtirecovers.com

54

Manitou Dealer Listings

(800) 433-3304

www.manitou-na.com

87

Skyjack, Inc.

(800) 265-2738

www.skyjack.com

37, 92

Mustang Dealer Listings

(507) 451-7112

www.mustangmfg.com

88

Snorkel

(800) 255-0317

www.snorkelusa.com

Pettibone Dealer Listings

(800) 467-3884

www.gopettibone.com

84

Tadano America

(281) 869-0030

www.tadanoamerica.com

SkyTrak Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/skytrak13

81

Terex Cranes

(910) 395-8500

www.terex-cranes.com

17

Teupen America Corp.

(800) 944-5898

www.spiderlifts.com

31

Trojan Battery Co.

(800) 423-6569

www.trojanbattery.com

11

United Rentals

(800) UR-RENTS

www.unitedrentals.com

91

Xtreme Manufacturing

(800) 497-1704

www.xtrememanufacturing.com

23

and
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Lift and Access expertly covers the entire
lifting equipment market: aerial work platforms,
rough-terrain material handlers and cranes.
To advertise call 800-231-8953 for information.

MARKETPLACE

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953
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MARKETPLACE

MARKETPLACE

Sales of New
Replacement Controllers
Toggle Switches/Battery Chargers
Fast Turnaround
Over 26 Years Experience
Over 60,000 Rebuilt
100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed
PHONE (928) 775-4918
24 Hr. FAX (928) 775-4845
WEBSITE www.mcsindustrial.com
Send Cores to: 8675 E. Laredo Dr., Prescott Valley, AZ 86314

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Rebuilding of
Joystick Controllers

MARKETPLACE
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Call us with
your trade-ins
and excess
equipment!

HIGH
W
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LIFT
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N

Consignments
Welcome!

C.

1996 Skyjack SJ7027 4x4, 27ft platform height, 70
inches wide, deck extension, 4 wheel drive, Kubota dual
fuel w/2750 hours, very clean! $9500

2000 Gradall 524-2S, 6000#, 24ft lift, 4 wheel drive,
rear wheel steer, tilt frame, Cummins diesel w/2700
hours, tires at 30% - add 1400 for new tires. Only
15500# GVW!! $19500

1997 JLG 40RTS, 40ft platform height, 4 wheel drive,
deck extension, Ford dual fuel w/3000 hrs, Job Ready!
$11000

1996 Snorkel TB42P 4x4, factory reconditioned in 2004!,
Duetz diesel, 2282 hours, 6ft basket, 2 wheel drive, 75%
rubber. $14500

1996 Snorkel TB42PR 4x4, 2004 factory recon, Duetz
diesel/3363 hours, 90% paint and rubber. Nice job
ready machine! $16500

1999 SkyJack SJ8831 4x4, 31ft platform height, Ford
dual fuel w/2400 hours, generator, deck extension,
serviced and job ready! $13500

1998 AICHI ISR602, 59ft platform height, 65ft working
height, Crawler type boom lift, 51% gradeability!, Isuzu
water cooled diesel,4900 hours. Current location Florida Works and runs great! paint 60%. $32500

1998 Traverse TL6035, 6000#, 37ft lift, Cummins turbo
w/3800 hours, 4 wheel drive, 2-4 and crab steer, tilt
frame, 72in traversing boom! $25900

1999 JLG 40H 4x4,40ft platform height, Duetz diesel,
2860 hours, 8ft basket, osc axle, job ready! $17000

2000 Skyjack SJ8841 4x4, 41ft platform height, Ford
dual fuel w/2078 hours, deck extension, job ready!
$16500

1999 Skyjack SJ9250 4x4, 50ft platform height 4 wheel
drive rough terrain scissor lift, 92inches wide, Ford dual
fuel, w/1434 hours, powered deck extension, outriggers,
joystick control, serviced and job ready! $18500

1998 Genie Z34/22 4x4, 34ft platform height articulated boom lift, 4 wheel drive, Kubota dual fuel, 22ft
of horizontal reach, jib. (3) like units available - 2625,
2875 and 3020 hours. $17500/ea

High-Lift Wholesale, Inc.
1239 Shappert Dr.
Machesney Park, IL 61115

800-888-4884
815-282-8425

Fax: 815-282-8592
www.highliftwholesale.com

MARKETPLACE

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953
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MARKETPLACE

Fax: 602-254-0663
acmelift.com

woody@acmelift.com • sam@acmelift.com

Units Available for Sale or Rent,
New or Used Nationwide

JLG Telehandler
Forklift G12-55A

Manitex SC97
Sign Crane

New or Used 12,000# Capacity,
55' Reach, Includes Tilt Carriage,
Foam Filled Tires

2005 Manitex 26101
Mounted on Sterling 7501,
29' Jib

2002 JLG 1350 SJP
Several Units Available
Price: $139,900

2006 Manitex 30102C
Mounted on Sterling 7501,
T26-46' Jib

2006
Manitex
22101S

Mounted on Sterling 7501,
T26-46' Jib

2006 Manitex 38124SHL
Available w/ Sterling 9501, CAT
C13 410 HP, 15 Spd, Cab with
Heat & A/C, Heavy Lift Machine
with 124' Boom & 31' Jib

Februar y 2008 l LiFT ACCESS 75
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2006 Manitex 28102S

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

New Mounted on Navistar
Chassis, 97' Working Height
Price: $197,000

MARKETPLACE

877-254-0650
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800.918.9261

www.polygoncompany.com

MARKETPLACE

P.O. Box 176, Walkerton, Indiana 46574 USA

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953
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1-800-206-5936
Fort Dodge & Waterloo, IA
Forklifts
(6) 2007 SkyTrak 10054
10,000lb Capacity, 54ft Lift ................ $ P.O.R.
2002 SkyTrak 10054
OROPS, 2348 Hours ........................... $ P.O.R.
(8) 2007 SkyTrak 8042
8,000lb Capacity, 42ft Lift .................. $ P.O.R.
(3) 2006 SkyTrak 8042
8,000lb Capacity, 42ft Lift .................. $ P.O.R.
(3) 2007 SkyTrak 6042
6,000lb Capacity, 42ft Lift .................. $ P.O.R.
(4) 2006 SkyTrak 6042
6,000lb Capacity, 42ft Lift .................. $ P.O.R.
2003 SkyTrak 6042
OROPS, 997 Hours ............................$52,500
1999 SkyTrak 5028
5,000 lb, 28ft.....................................$27,500
(3) 2004 SkyTrak 6036
6,000lb........................................$39,500 Ea.
1994 SkyTrak 6036
OROPS, 6,000lb .................................$28,000
(2) 2007 JLG G6-42A
EROPS, 110 Hours .............................. $ P.O.R.
2007 JLG G9-43A
EROPS ................................................ $ P.O.R.
2007 Lull 644E-42
EROPS ...............................................$69,500
1998 Carelift 6044
OROPS, 3315 Hours ..........................$29,500
1997 Carelift 6037
OROPS, 2350 Hours ..........................$31,500
2004 JCB 520
5,000 lb, 2200 Hours.........................$27,000

**Other Forklifts Available Online
**Other Manlifts Available Online

2006 JCB 524-50
EROPS, 5,000 lb, 24ft ........................$48,000
2004 Gehl RS6
6,000lb, 36ft, 500 Hours ...................$49,000
2005 Mustang 634
6,000lb, 34ft, 600 Hours ...................$45,000
2005 Pettibone 8044
81lb, 44ft...........................................$52,000

Boomlifts
1999 JLG 600A
60ft Boom, D/F, 2478 Hours. .............$29,500
1998 JLG 600A
60ft Boom, D/F, 2354 Hours ..............$31,000
1997 JLG 600A
60ft Boom, D/F, 2505 Hours ..............$29,000
2000 JLG 450A
45ft Boom, D/F, 1865 Hours ..............$29,500
1999 JLG 450A
45ft Boom, D/F, 1236 Hours ..............$19,500
2003 JLG 450AJ
45ft Boom, 1116 Hours ...................... $ P.O.R.
(3) 2007 JLG 400S
40ft Boom, Generators ....................... $ P.O.R.

2007 SkyTrak 6042

SALES • RENTAL • SERVICE

(3) 2007 JLG 400S
40ft Boom, SkyPower, Welder ...........$69,000
2002 JLG 400S
40ft Boom, Diesel, 1358 Hours .........$39,500
1997 JLG 40HA
40ft Boom, D/F, 2540 Hours ..............$19,500
(2) 2005 JLG T350
Trailer Mounted Man lift. ............ $17,500/ea
1998 Genie Z60/34
60ft Boomlift. ..................................... $ P.O.R.
2000 Genie Z45/25
45ft Boomlift, 2306 Hours .................$29,500
(2) 1998 Genie Z45/22
45ft Boomlift ...............................$23,000 Ea.
1999 Genie S40
40ft Boomlift, 3821 Hours .................$29,000

1996 Shuttlelift 330ELB

Cranes
(3) 1999 Broderson IC200-2C
15 Ton, Carrydeck ................... $68,000 Each
(3) 1996 Shuttlelift 3330 ELB
Carrydeck Crane ..................... $32,000 Each
Grove TM250
25 Ton Truck Crane/Jib .....................$32,000

2002 JLG 660SJ

Grove TM250

2007 SkyTrak 10054

www.midcountrymachinery.com

Lift and Access

H #8541, 2000 New Holland LM860, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

52’ reach, 48” tilt carriage, stabilizers, new tires, $47,500

H #8405, 2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt carriage, JD diesel, $74,500

H #8406, 2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt carriage, JD diesel, $82,500

H #8408, 1999 Lull 1044C-54, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, tilt carriage, $44,500

H #8411, 2003 Lull 644E-42, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

tilt carriage, $39,500

H #7587, 2000 Lull 644D-34, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 34’ reach,

4x4, $32,500

2006 Skytrak 6036, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 2006 Skytrak 6042 Tire II, OROPS,
36’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights,
6,000# cap., 42’ reach, 48” carriage,
aux. hyd., $56,500
work lights, aux. hyd., $62,500

1999 Lull 1044C-54, OROPS, 10,000#
cap., 54’ reach, tilt carriage, $44,500

H #8412, 2004 JCB 506C HL, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

q-connect, Perkins diesel, $39,500

H #ST027, 2005 Skytrak 6036, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

36’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $48,500

H #ST036, 2006 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $62,500

H #ST040, 2006 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $61,500

H #ST028, 2005 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, aux. hyd., $57,500

2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000#
cap., 54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt
carriage, JD diesel, $74,500

2006 Skytrak 8042, OROPS, 8,000# cap., 2005 Skytrak 10054, EROPS, heater,
42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights,
10,000# cap., 54’ reach, 48” carriage,
aux. hyd., $66,500
work lights, aux. hyd., $74,500

Illinois
Truck & Equipment
320 Briscoe Dr.
Morris, Illinois

www.iltruck.com
sales@iltruck.com
800-941-2133

Nationwide Delivery!
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MARKETPLACE

MID COUNTRY MACHINERY, INC.

H #ST015, 2005 Skytrak 6042, OROPS, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $52,500

H #7840, 2005 Skytrak 6042, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

48” tilt carriage, 48” q-tach forks, foam filled tires, $52,500

H #ST032, 2006 Skytrak 8042, EROPS, heater, 8,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $64,500

H #ST022, 2005 Skytrak 8042, EROPS, heater, 8,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, road lights, aux. hyd., $67,500

H #8311, 2000 Terex TX77-45E Girolift, EROPS, 7,700# cap.,

45’ reach, q-coupler, POR, $47,500

Call us today

FAX: 330-342-3895

Remanufactured

Transmissions

Overhaul Kits
& Parts

Remanufactured

Torque Converters

Remanufactured

Engines

Aftermarket Parts Available

Over 60 Years of Remanufacturing Excellence

www.joseph.com

MARKETPLACE

PH: 800-321-9983

We buy cores

For Material Handling, Construction and Agricultural Equipment
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BorgWarner * Case * Caterpillar * Clark * Clark Hurth * Daewoo
Dana/Spicer * Ford/NewHolland * Funk * Gehl * Hyster * ITL *
JCB * John Deere * Komatsu * Manitou * Mitsubishi * Nissan
TCM * Yale * Toyota * Volvo * and many more...

MARKETPLACE

2007 Telehandler/Boom Lift

Information Faster

Event Special:

$59 each
2007

Help with Specifications
Parts and Accessories

$19 additional copies
free shipping

Available on the web...

Contact Becky at 800-231-8953 to order your copy!
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2007

Dec 2007 Crane

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

CODE
BLUE

Where
maneuverability
is critical.

Hard-working machines for hard-working people. That’s the thinking that

Hard-working machines
for hard-working people. That’s the thinking that made SkyTrak
made SkyTrak®all-wheel steer telehandlers the industry’s most popular
all-wheel steer telehandlers the industry’s most popular brand. These machines are basic,
brand.and
These
machines
areYou
basic,
reliable
friendly.toYou
get the toughest
reliable
operator
friendly.
get the
powerand
andoperator
maneuverability
handle
the power
and maneuverability
to handle
the toughest
terrain,
the patented
terrain,
the patented
Stabil-Trak system
for improved
stability,
plus versatile
attachments
for improved
stability,
plusservice
versatile
to keep
toStabil-Trak
keep your system
productivity
high. All backed
by the
andattachments
support of JLG.
yourwww.jlg.com/skytrak13
productivity high. All backed
by the service and support of JLG.®
Visit
or call 877-JLG-LIFT.
®

Visit www.jlg.com/skytrak13 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

®

They’re big, blue and recognized for their strength, reliability, and
low cost of ownership. But it’s their legendary 90 degree rear-pivot
steering that sets Gradall® telehandlers apart…and provides amazing maneuverability even in the tightest work areas. Operators have a
clear view of the job site while enjoying the comfort and efficiencies
designed into cabs. Plus, all Gradall models can be equipped with a
wide selection of versatile attachments.
For the high level performance you need to turn a profit, nothing outmaneuvers a Gradall. Visit www.jlg.com/gradall14 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Contact the Skytrak Dealer Nearest You…

Admar Supply Co., Inc.
1950 Brighton-Henrietta TL Rd.
rochester, ny 14623
800-836-2367
www.admarsupply.com
Serving Upstate NY

Equipment Depot of Illinois
2545 Northwest Parkway        
Elgin, IL 60124
847-836-5005
Toll Free 888-486-5534
www.eqdepot.com

Birkey’s Construction
Equipment Co.
1801 E. University Ave.
Urbana, IL 61802
217-337-1781
www.birkeys.com

• Rockford, IL
888-486-5534

CabAd_laD5.indd 1

• Mattoon, IL
   217-235-3158
• galesburg, IL
   309-341-4360
• hudson, IL
   309-726-1132

Norris Sales Company Inc.
• PENNSYLVANIA
1300 East Ridge Pike
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
610-279-5777
• NEW JERSEY
668 Berlin Cross Keys Road
	Sicklerville, NJ 08081
856-740-1400
www.norrissales.com
info@norrissales.com

Contact the GRADALL Dealer Nearest You…

12/21/06 12:03:44 PM

Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.
741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA
If you are a contracted
dealer with Gradall and
would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please
contact....800-231-8953.

Coast Crane Co.
4680 West Capitol Ave.
West Sacramento, CA 95691
916-371-0682
www.coastcrane.com
• 800-400-2726
   San Leandro, CA

WEB EQUIPMENT
22 Perchwood Drive
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com
• YORKTOWN, VA
757-897-8808

If you are a contracted dealer with SKYTRAK and would like to be listed in
the dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.
and
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Everything you need.
Nothing you don’t.

and
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EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Coastline Equipment
325 North 5th Street, Bldg. A
sacramento, ca 95814
916-440-8090
Fax: 916-440-8094
www.coastlineequipment.com

Dealer Nearest You…
Hertz Equipment Rental (continued)

• fort mcmurray, AB
   780-743-6233
• anzac, AB
   780-334-2024
• fort saskatchewan, AB
   780-992-7218
• grande prairie, AB
   780-538-9499

whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com

• red deer, AB
   403-342-7220

• reno, nv
   775-972-7677

• rocky mountain house, ab
   403-845-7523

• santa ana, ca
   714-265-6550

H&E Equipment Services
Edward Allan
Branch Manager
5433 Randolph Blvd.
San Antonio, TX 78233
Phone: 210-655-0048
Fax: 210-655-2246
Cell: 210-669-8392
Hertz Equipment Rental
6110 86th Street
edmonton, ab
780-461-2900
www.hertz.com
• edmonton 86th Steet, AB
   780-435-3711
• edmonton 50th Street, AB
   780-465-2100
• bonnyville, aB
   780-812-3433
• calgary Meridian, AB
   403-248-5414
• calgary 25th Street, AB
   403-287-9494

• Lloydminster , AB
   780-875-3202
• surrey, BC
   604-599-7368
• regina, SK
   306-775-2214
• saskatoon, SK
   306-242-5853
• brandon, mb
   204-729-8267
• winnipeg, mb
   204-488-4929
• dryden, Mb
   807-223-4555
• thunder bay, on
   807-345-8825
H P Lift & Loader Inc.
420 S. Outer Dr.
saginaw, mi 48601
989-754-1465
rwebber@hpforklift.com
Ross Equipment Rentals
5825 W. Van Buren St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043
602-470-1000
www.rossrents.com

If you are a contracted dealer with carelift and would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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Go
3 5 Year Warranty

3 Rotates

370º x 135º
Vertical Sweep

3 500,000

Candle Power

3 Wireless
Remote
Controls

For a distributor call

800-557-0098

Fax: (308) 278-2525
info@golight.com

(308) 278-3131

www.golight.com
37146 Old Hwy. 17
Culbertson, NE 69024
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Crawler Supply Co. Inc.
6413 Airline Hwy.
baton rouge, la 70805
225-357-7515
888-772-9505
www.crawlersupply.com

• whitecourt, AB
   780-778-4411

and

Arts Rental Equipment
& Supply
Newport, KY
Serving Kentucky, Ohio & Indiana
877-341-ARTS
www.artsrental.com
info@artsrental.com

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
• Wausau, WI 54401
800-242-7113
ATS Clayton
9270 Princeton-Glendale Road
hamilton, oh 45011
513-860-2820
www.atsclayton.com
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American State
Equipment
2055 South 108th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53227
414-541-8700
800-236-6900
www.amstate.com

Crown Power & Equipment Co.
1881 Prathersville Road        
columbia, mo 65202
573-443-4541
www.crown-power.com

Hoover Forklift Sales
7512 Sharpsburg Pike
BOONSBORO, MD 21713
301-791-6830
Serving all of Maryland

• eldon, mo
573-392-0230

Mid-South Equipment Co.
1609 Church Road
chattanooga, tn 37421
423-899-1219
Fax 423-892-0508
www.midsouthequipment.com

• jefferson city, mo
573-636-5281
Giar & Sons Equipment, Inc.
DUTTON, MI 49316
HOWELL, MI 48843
877-597-2412
www.giarandsons.com

Power-Up Equipment Rental Inc.
8 Priscilla Lane Unit #6
Auburn, NH 03032
603-668-LIFT (5438)
www.poweruprental.com

Service Scaffold Co. Inc.
29 Railroad Ave.
South Fallsburg, NY 12779
Sales • Rental • Service
845-434-8888
800-724-0553
www.servicescaffold.com
Valco Equipment Inc.
7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North Canton, OH 44720
800-245-5528
www.valcoequipment.com
If you are a contracted dealer with
Pettibone and would like to be
listed in the above dealer program
please contact.... 800-231-8953.

POWER, versatility and innovation. They’re what you expect from a world-leading
equipment manufacturer. And they’re what you get with the new family of
JLG® all-wheel steer telehandlers. With capacities from 6,600 to 12,000 pounds
and reach heights from 42 to 55 feet, JLG telehandlers help you handle any job site
challenge. Plus, all JLG telehandlers can be equipped with our exclusive QuickSwitch attachments. Get more power, more capacity and more height.
Ask for JLG and get the power to do more.

lift More

material
here

Visit www.jlg.com/jlgtele8 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

strength
here

Contact the JLG Dealer Nearest You…

CL Boyd
4220 West Reno Ave.
oklahoma city, ok 73107
800-652-2693
www.clboyd.com
clboydgroup@clboyd.com
• lawton, ok
800-633-2693

Coast Crane Co.
8250 5th Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98108
800-669-2726
www.coastcrane.com
• 800-400-2726
    Tacoma, WA
    W. Sacramento, CA
    San Leandro, CA
JPS Equipment, LLC
198 Sterling Avenue
west monroe, la 71294
318-398-9030
www.ipsequips.com

Marr Scaffolding Company
1 D Street
SOUTH BOSTON, MA 02127-2466
617-269-7200
www.marrscaffolding.com

RMS Rentals
12520 Quentin Ave S. Suite 100
Savage, MN 55378
952-895-7033
www.rmsequipment.com

PDQ Rentals
10826 Shoemaker Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
800-300-9997
sales@pdqrentals.com

WEB EQUIPMENT
22 Perchwood Dr.
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com

If you are a contracted dealer with JLG and
would like to be listed in the above dealer
program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

• Yorktown, VA
757-897-8808
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Briggs Construction
Equipment
• SOUTH CAROLINA
866-BRIGGS-6
www.briggs-ce.com

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

WITH More

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

JLG® TELehandlerS

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
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To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

GEHL • THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR COMPACT EQUIPMENT

gehl.com

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

Dealer Nearest You…

Giar & Sons Equipment,
Inc.
3258 Industrial Drive
DUTTON, MI 49316
877-597-2412
www.giarandsons.com

H&E Equipment Services (continued)

• MISSOULA, MT
406-728-4842
800-766-5361
• JACKSON, MS
601-939-7777
877-564-2346

• HOWELL, MI
517-545-7507

H&E Equipment Services
www.he-equipment.com

• CHARLOTTE, NC
704-504-2870
Fax 704-504-2873

• little rock, ar
501-568-7867
800-632-0577

• ALBUQUERQUE, NM
505-764-8100
800-310-4887

• phoenix, az
602-232-0600
800-428-3020

• LAS VEGAS, NV
702-320-6500
Fax 702-320-6569

• tucson, az
520-770-1120
Fax 520-770-1018

• RENO, NV
775-358-3323
Fax 775-358-9507

• la mirada, ca
714-522-6590
Fax 714-522-6591

• HOUSTON, TX
713-433-6411
877-321-5249

• colorado springs, co
719-393-1840
Fax 719-393-1835

•Manitou
OGDEN, North
UT America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
801-612-0101
Over 250,000 Units
Fax 801-612-0770
Sold Worldwide

• orlando, fl
407-905-5344
877-456-1216

• SALT LAKE CITY, UT
801-974-0388
800-468-0388

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!
15 Masted models, 18 Telescopic models
Options to suit all of your needs.

15 Masted models, 18 Telescopic models

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!
Need
Need
Need
alternatives?
alternatives?
Need
alternatives?
We
got
‘em!
We
got
‘em!
We
got
‘em!

• ST. GEORGE, UT
• coeur d’ alene, id
Options
to suit all of your needs.
435-674-2994
208-664-1134
Fax 435-674-2971
800-998-1134
Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
Over 250,000 Units
S o l d W o r lNorris
d w i dSales
e

• ALEXANDRIA, LA
318-443-7173
800-249-8285
• BATON ROUGE, LA
225-356-6113
800-872-1305
• GONZALES, LA
225-644-2328
888-450-0723
• KENNER, LA
504-467-5906
800-203-1869
• BELGRADE, MT
406-388-2308
Fax 406-388-3459
• BILLINGS, MT
406-259-9720
800-766-3428

Company, Inc.

• pennsylvania
1300 E. Ridge Pike
plymouth meeting, pa 19462
610-279-5777

15
Masted
models,18
18Telescopic
Telescopicmodels
models
15
15
Masted
Masted
models,
models,
18
Telescopic
models
Options
to
suit
all
of
your
needs.
Options
Options
totosuit
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your
needs.
needs.
15
Masted
models,
18 Telescopic
models

Options to suit all of your needs.

Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
Manitou
Manitou
North
North
America,
America,
Inc.
Inc.
- www.manitou-na.com
- www.manitou-na.com

Over 250,000 Units
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Units

Sold Worldwide
• NEW JERSEY
Options
to Dealer
suit all
of your
Contact
the
Manitou
Nearest
You…needs.
668 Berlin Cross Keys Road
Sicklerville, Nj 08081
Coastline Equipment
Ideal Crane Rental Inc.
Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
856-740-1400
7725 Security Circle
800-825-0640
O v e r Reno,
2 5 0nv, 89506
000 Units
www.norrissales.com
• Madison, Wi
S o l 775-972-7677
d Worldwide
info@norrissales.com

Six & Mango Equipment,
LLP
8741 Main St.      
FRISCO, TX 75034
972-335-2731
www.sixandmango.com

Valco Equipment Inc.

7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North canton, oh 44720
800-245-5528
www.valcoequipment.com

If you are a contracted dealer with GEHL and would like to be listed in
the above dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.

Fax: 775-972-7699
www.coastlineequipment.com

• Oshkosh, Wi
• Milwaukee, Wi
• LaCrosse, Wi

Fallsway Equipment
Company, Inc.

TES Inc.

whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com

1277 DeValera Ave.
PO Box 4537
akron, oh 44310
800-458-7941
www.fallsway.com

286 Central Ave.
S. kearny, nj 07032
973-589-4100
Fax: 973-589-4811
www.tes-inc.net
Email: info@tes-inc.net

If you are a contracted dealer with MANITOU and would like to be listed
in the above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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• BOISE, ID
208-388-3323
800-961-9796

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Contact the Mustang Dealer Nearest You…
ABC Equipment
Rentals & Sales

29 Pearl Road
brunswick/cleveland, oh 44212
330-220-4545
www.abcequipment.com

ATS Clayton

9270 Princeton-Glendale Road
hamilton, oh 45011
513-860-2820
www.atsclayton.com

Bracing Systems

4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740
• mokena, il
888-898-8671

Dixequip Inc.

4650 S. Sam Houston Parkway E.
houston, tx 77048
713-987-0206
Toll Free 877-635-7375
www.dixequip.com

Dynamic Equipment
Corp.

W.R. Scott Equipment, LTD

R.S. Rental &
Equipment Co.

Ward Equipment LLC

9879 San Fernando Road
pacoima, ca 91331
800-640-1087

2900 County Street
somerset, ma 02726
508-672-1051
www.rsequipmentmustang.com

7290 18th St.
Edmonton, ab Canada
888-440-5040
www.wrscottequipment.com
• airdrie, ab canada
877-948-9732
1220 N. Liberty Circle
GREENSBURG, IN 47240
812-662-7668
www.wardequip.com

If you are a contracted dealer with mustang and would like to be listed in the above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

and
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80" horizontal placement system is
only available on Lull telehandlers.

Hit the mark
every time with the
Lull 80" horizontal
placement system

When accuracy
means everything…
trust Lull telehandlers.
Visit www.jlg.com/lull13
or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Abele Tractor & Equipment
72 Everett Road
Albany, NY 12205
518-438-4444
www.abeletractor.com
Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.
741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA

Arrow Equipment, LLC
1516 Glendale Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27406
800-451-6819
www.arrowequipinc.com

Bracing Systems Inc
4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740
www.bracingsystems.com

• Columbia, SC
866-880-8365

Briggs Construction Equipment
• SOUTH CAROLINA
866-BRIGGS-6
www.briggs-ce.com

Boston Equipment & Supply
142 Main Street
SALEM, NH 03079
603-890-4948
800-696-7368

Coast Crane Co.
5601 NE Columbia Blvd.
Portland, OR 97218
888-881-2726
www.coastcrane.com

If you are a contracted dealer with LULL and would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

Coast Crane Co. (continued)

• 800-400-2726
   Medford, OR
   Bakersfield, CA
   San Diego, CA
   City of Industry, CA
• 800-770-7610
   Anchorage, AK
• 888-727-2637   
   Surrey, BC
Pride Equipment Corp.
150 Nassau Ave.
ISLIP, NY 11751
800-564-7743
www.prideequipment.com
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Contact the Lull Dealer Nearest You…

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

The ability to place a load
safely, accurately and
efficiently is the most
important action
a telehandler operator
needs to perform. And
since 1959, the Lull
80" horizontal placement
system has provided
greater reach, improved
operator confidence and
more precise placement.
Now, they’re backed by the
full support of JLG.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

“These guys trust me.
	I trust Lull.® ”

Industry
TIPS

Scheduled Oil Sampling Helps
Reduce Equipment Operating Costs

S

By Richard Johnson

cheduled oil sampling (SOS) is a
proactive maintenance practice that
effectively monitors equipment condition
and helps reduce downtime and the risk
of catastrophic failure. It monitors critical oil
information over time, such as contamination,
as well as establishes a baseline that helps detect
abnormal wear and/or incorrect operator
techniques or habits before the issue leads to
major component failure.
The practice of establishing a baseline
is especially critical when monitoring oil
samples on transmissions and axles because
these components utilize natural wear parts.
Clutch packs wear naturally and will show up
in the oil.

Scheduled oil sampling is recommended
at each oil change or every 500 hours.
Palmer Johnson Power Systems, Sun Prairie,
Wis., a nationwide transmission and axle
service company, suggests performing an oil
sampling at each oil change, which translates
into conducting SOS approximately every
500 hours. Impending failures often can be
predicted if a baseline is set, testing is regular,
and the results are properly analyzed.
Richard Johnson is the service manager for
Palmer Johnson Power Systems, Sun Prairie, Wis.
For more information, visit www.pjpower.com.
and
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Another benefit to performing regular
oil samples is the proper oil change interval
can be determined for the equipment. Each
application is different, and one can determine
specifically what their equipment requires by
monitoring the oil at each change. If the oil tests
okay, the interval can possibly be extended.
However, if the opposite is true, then the oil
change interval may need to be shortened to
prolong the life of the equipment.
Oil samples are inexpensive and can
save a tremendous amount of downtime by
predicting internal trends. Sampling ranges
in price from $10 to $32, based on quantity
and the level of testing performed. Samples
should be taken immediately after running the
equipment so the oil is in the proper condition
for measurement, and it should be
drawn from the middle of the sump.
The more accurate the information
provided to the testing company, the
more accurate the results.
Component information provided
to the lab should include: unit and
component identification, service time
on oil, service time on the component,
oil added (i.e., type of oil, brand, and
weight), and the date of the sample.
Laboratories usually provide the
user with oil sample kits and bellows
containers for collecting the sample.
The spectrochemical analysis
measures parts per million (PPM) of wear
metals, contaminants and additives. The
most often monitored are silicon, iron,
copper, aluminum, chromium, lead, nickel,
silver, molybdenum, magnesium, titanium,
and zinc.
The physical analysis measures viscosity,
water, light extinction measurement, total
solids, fuel dilution, glycol, infrared analysis,
neutralization number, solids by weight,
particle count, dielectric strength and
ferrography.
Leading oil analysis firm Analysts Inc.
defines the four keys to setting up a successful
oil analysis program:

Samples should be taken immediately
after running the equipment, so the oil is
in the proper condition for measurement.
• Clearly defined customer goals and
program requirements: Ensure that the tests
performed fit the application and the service
is being fully utilized on an ongoing basis.
• Representative samples: Ensure that the true
condition of the lubricant and component can
be determined by reliable, accurate testing.
• Frequent lab-customer contact promotes
accurate interpretation and leads to increased
customer confidence and interest in
maintaining an active oil analysis program.
• Complete sample information speeds
processing and increases the data evaluator’s
ability to fully interpret the test results.
With an established baseline and proper
analysis of oil sampling results, equipment
maintenance departments are able to
identify trends in their early stages. If the
results show abnormally high levels of
contamination or certain metals, the next
step, in general, is to pull the suction screens
and analyze the filter.
The two primary goals of any scheduled
maintenance program are reducing equipment
operating costs and reducing equipment
downtime. Scheduled oil sampling is a highly
reliable, often overlooked, first step in an
effective preventive maintenance program. ■

You need 4 excavators,
2 boom lifts and
safety gear for the crew.
And you can’t wait all day.

Master Catalog
Arriving
Master Catalog
March
2008
Arriving
March
2008

Consider it done.™

We’ll deliver everything you need, right when you need it.

Rentals • Sales • Service • Supplies
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Whether you have a big job or a small one, we can help it run smoothly.
Call 800-UR-RENTS or visit unitedrentals.com/contact for our free catalog
or have a salesperson contact you.

Come visit us at The Rental Show to see the debut of
our new SJ 61T and SJ 66T Booms
Booth 5338
Booth 5738

We’re in the business of engineering

reliable lift solutions

by people who care.
For information call 1-800-265-2738
or visit us online at www.skyjack.com

